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Abstract Detecting anomalies in data is a vital task, with numerous high-impact ap-
plications in areas such as security, ﬁnance, health care, and law enforcement. While
numerous techniques have been developed in past years for spotting outliers and
anomalies in unstructured collections of multi-dimensional points, with graph data
becoming ubiquitous, techniques for structured graph data have been of focus re-
cently. As objects in graphs have long-range correlations, a suite of novel technology
has been developed for anomaly detection in graph data.
This survey aims to provide a general, comprehensive, and structured overview
of the state-of-the-art methods for anomaly detection in data represented as graphs.
As a key contribution, we give a general framework for the algorithms categorized
under various settings: unsupervised vs. (semi-)supervised approaches, for static vs.
dynamic graphs, for attributed vs. plain graphs. We highlight the effectiveness, scala-
bility, generality, and robustness aspects of the methods. What is more, we stress the
importance of anomaly attribution and highlight the major techniques that facilitate
digging out the root cause, or the ‘why’, of the detected anomalies for further analysis
and sense-making. Finally, we present several real-world applications of graph-based
anomaly detection in diverse domains, including ﬁnancial, auction, computer trafﬁc,
and social networks. We conclude our survey with a discussion on open theoretical
and practical challenges in the ﬁeld.
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1 Introduction
When analyzing large and complex datasets, knowing what stands out in the data is
often at least, or even more important and interesting than learning about its general
structure. The branch of data mining concerned with discovering rare occurrences in
datasets is calledanomaly detection. This problemdomain has numerous high-impact
applications in security, ﬁnance, health care, law enforcement, and many others.
Examples include detecting network intrusion or network failure [Ding et al.,
2012, Id´ e and Kashima, 2004, Sun et al., 2008], credit card fraud [Bolton and Hand,
2001], calling card and telecommunications fraud [Cortes et al., 2002, Taniguchi
et al., 1998], auto insurance fraud [Phua et al., 2004], health insurance claim er-
rors [Kumar et al., 2010], accounting inefﬁciencies [McGlohon et al., 2009], email
and Web spam [Castillo et al., 2007], opinion deception and reviews spam [Ott et al.,
2012], auction fraud [Pandit et al., 2007], tax evasion [Abe et al., 2010, Wu et al.,
2012], customer activity monitoring and user proﬁling [Fawcett and Provost, 1996,
1999], click fraud [Jansen, 2008, Kshetri, 2010], securities fraud [Neville et al.,
2005], malicious cargo shipments [Das and Schneider, 2007, Eberle and Holder,
2007] malware/spyware detection [Invernizzi and Comparetti, 2012, Ma et al., 2009,
Provos et al., 2007], false advertising [Lee et al., 2010], data-center monitoring [Li
et al., 2011b], insider threat [Eberle and Holder, 2009], image/video surveillance
[Damnjanovic et al., 2008, Krausz and Herpers, 2010], and many others.
In addition to revealing suspicious behavior, anomaly detection is vital for spot-
ting rare events, such as rare disease outbreaks or side effects in medical domain
with vital applications in the medical diagnosis. As “one person’s signal is another
person’s noise”, yet another application of abnormality detection is data cleaning –
i.e., the removal of erroneous values or noise from data as a pre-processing step to
learning more accurate models of the data.
1.1 Outliers vs. Graph Anomalies
To tackle the abnormality detection problem, many techniques have been developed
in the past decades, especially for spotting outliers and anomalies in unstructured
collections of multi-dimensional data points. On the other hand, data objects cannot
always be treated as points lying in a multi-dimensional space independently. In con-
trast, they may exhibit inter-dependencies which should be accounted for during the
anomaly detection process (see Figure 1). In fact, data instances in a wide range of
disciplines, such as physics, biology, social sciences, and information systems, are in-
herently related to one another. Graphs provide a powerful machinery for effectively
capturing these long-range correlations among inter-dependent data objects.
To give an illustrative example, in a reviewer-product review graph data, the ex-
tent a reviewer is fraudulent depends on what ratings s/he gave to which products,Graph based Anomaly Detection and Description: A Survey 3
(a) Clouds of points (multi-dimensional) (b) Inter-linked objects (network)
Fig. 1 (a) Point-based outlier detection vs. (b) Graph-based anomaly detection.
as well as how other reviewers rated the same products, to an extent how trustwor-
thy their ratings are, which in turn again depends on what other products they rated,
and so on. As can be seen, due to this long-range correlations in real-world datasets,
detecting abnormalities in graph data is a signiﬁcantly different task than that of de-
tecting outlying points lying in a multi-dimensional feature space. As a result, re-
searchers have recently intensiﬁed their study of methods for anomaly detection in
structured graph data.
Why Graphs? We highlight four main reasons that make graph-based approaches to
anomaly detection vital and necessary:
– Inter-dependent nature of the data: As we brieﬂy mentioned above, data objects
are often related to each other and exhibit dependencies. In fact, most relational
data can be thought of as inter-dependent, which necessitates to account for re-
lated objects in ﬁnding anomalies. Moreover, this type of datasets are abundant,
including biological data such as the food web and protein-protein interaction
(PPI)networks,terroristnetworks,emailandphone-callnetworks,blognetworks,
retail networks, social networks, to name but a few.
– Powerful representation: Graphs naturally represent the inter-dependencies by
the introduction of links (or edges) between the related objects. The multiple
paths lying between these related objects effectively capture their long-range cor-
relations. Moreover, a graph representation facilitates the representation of rich
datasets enabling the incorporation of node and edge attributes/types.
– Relational nature of problem domains: The nature of anomalies could exhibit
themselves as relational. For example in the fraud domain, one could imagine
two types of scenarios: (1) opportunistic fraud that spreads by word-of-mouth (if
one commits fraud, it is likely that his/her acquaintances will also do so), and
(2) organized fraud that takes place by the close collaboration of a related group
of subjects. Both of these scenarios point to relational treatment of anomalies.
Another example can be given in the performance monitoring domain, where the4 Leman Akoglu et al.
failure of a machine could cause the malfunction of the machines dependent on
it. Similarly, the failure of a machine could be a good indicator of the possible
other failures of machines in close spatial proximity to it (e.g., due to excessive
increase of humidity in that particular region of a warehouse).
– Robustmachinery:Finally,onecouldarguethatgraphsserveasmoreadversarially-
robust tools. For example in fraud detection systems, behavioral clues such as
log-in times and locations (e.g. IP addresses) can be easily altered or faked by
advanced fraudsters. On the other hand, it may be reasonable to argue that the
fraudsters could not have a global view of the entire network (e.g. money transfer,
telecommunication, email, review network) that they are operating in. As such, it
would be harder for a fraudster to ﬁt in to this network as good as possible without
knowing its entire characteristic structure and dynamic operations.
1.2 Challenges
We ﬁrst discuss the very immediate challenge associated with our problem of interest.
It stems from the fact that no unique deﬁnition for the problem of anomaly detection
exists. The reason is that the general deﬁnition of an anomaly or an outlier is a vague
one: the deﬁnition becomes meaningful only under a given context or application.
The very ﬁrst deﬁnition of an outlier dates back to 1980, and is given by Douglas M.
Hawkins [Hawkins, 1980]:
Deﬁnition 1 (Hawkins’ Deﬁnition of Outlier, 1980) “An outlier is an observation
that differs so much from other observations as to arouse suspicion that it was gener-
ated by a different mechanism.”
As one notices, the above deﬁnition is quite general and thus make the detection
problem an open-ended one. As a result, the problem of anomaly detection has been
deﬁned in various ways in different contexts. In other words, the problem has many
deﬁnitions often tailored for the speciﬁc application domain, and also exhibits various
names such as outlier, anomaly, outbreak, event, change, fraud, detection, etc. In
some applications, such as data cleaning, outliers are even called the noise—“one
man’s signal is another man’s noise”. Nevertheless, anomaly detection is one of the
most evident problems in data mining with numerous applications, and the ﬁeld of
anomaly detection itself is well established.
Following the general deﬁnition of an outlier by Hawkins as given above, we
provide a general deﬁnition for the graph anomaly detection problem as follows.
Deﬁnition 2 (General Graph Anomaly Detection Problem)
Given a (plain/attributed, static/dynamic) graph database,
Find the graph objects (nodes/edges/substructures) that are rare and that differ
signiﬁcantly from the majority of the reference objects in the graph.
For practical purposes, a record/point/graph-object is ﬂagged as anomalous if its
rarity/likelihood/outlierness score exceeds a user-deﬁned or an estimated threshold.
In other words, an anomaly is treated as a data object or a group of objects that is rareGraph based Anomaly Detection and Description: A Survey 5
(e.g., rare combination of categorical attribute values), isolated (e.g., far-away points
in n-dimensional spaces), and/or surprising (e.g., data instances that do not ﬁt well in
our mental/statistical model, or need too many bits to describe under the Minimum
Description Length principle [Rissanen, 1999]).
Next, we discuss the challenges associated with anomaly detection and attri-
bution, which can be grouped into two: (1) data-speciﬁc, and (2) problem-speciﬁc
challenges. We also speciﬁcally highlight the challenges associated with graph-based
anomaly detection.
Data-speciﬁc challenges: Simply put, the challenges with respect to data are those of
working with big data; namely volume, velocity, and variety of massive, streaming,
and complex datasets. The same challenges generalize to graph data as well.
Scale and Dynamics: With the advance of technology, it is much easier than was
in the past to collect and analyze very large datasets. As of today, Facebook (graph)
consists of more than a billion users1 (i.e., nodes), the Web (graph) contains more
than 40 billion pages2, and over 6 billion users own a cell phone3 which makes the
telecommunication networks billion-scale graphs. Not only is the size of real data
in tera- to peta-bytes, but also the rate at which it arrives is high. Facebook users
generate billions of objects (e.g. posts, image/video uploads, etc.), billions of credit
card transactions are performed every day, billions of click-through traces of Web
users are generated each day, and so on. This kind of data generation can be thought
of as streaming graph data.
Complexity: In addition to (graph) data size and dynamicity, the datasets are rich
and complex in content; including for example user demographics, interests, roles,
as well as different types of relations. As such, incorporation of these additional in-
formation sources makes the graph representation a complex one, where nodes and
edges can be typed, and have a long list of attributes associated with them.
As a result, methods which could scale to very large graphs, update their estima-
tions when the graph changes over time, and that could effectively incorporate all the
available and useful data sources are essential for graph-based anomaly detection.
Problem-speciﬁcchallenges:Additionalchallengesarisewithrespecttotheanomaly
detection task itself.
Lack and Noise of Labels: One main challenge is that the data often comes with-
out any class labels, that is, the ground truth of which data instances are anomalous
and non-anomalous does not exist. Importantly, the task of manual labeling is quite
challenging given the size of the data. To make things worse, even though endless hu-
man power were available, due to the complexity of certain labeling tasks, the labels
areexpectedtobenoisyandofvaryingqualitydependingontheannotator.According
to Nobel laureate Daniel Kahneman “humans are incorrigibly inconsistent in making
summary judgments of complex information” Kahneman [2011]. Surprisingly, they
frequently give different answers when asked to evaluate the same information twice.
For example, experienced radiologists who evaluate chest X-rays as normal and ab-
1 http://newsroom.fb.com/Key-Facts
2 http://www.worldwidewebsize.com/
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normal are found to contradict themselves 20% of the time when they see the same
picture on separate occasions.
Due to challenges in obtaining labels, supervised machine learning algorithms are
less attractive for the task of anomaly detection. It has been shown that humans can
perform at best as good as random in labeling a review as fake or not, just by looking
at its text [Ott et al., 2011] but can potentially do better by analyzing other relevant
information such as the authors of the review. Likewise, a single transaction could
be treated as anomalous only in relation to a history of previous transactions. These
indicate that additional resources and information are needed to obtain human labels,
which makes it costly to acquire them and harder and more time-consuming for the
human annotators to sort through. What is more, the lack of true labels, i.e. ground
truth data, also makes the evaluation of anomaly detection techniques challenging.
Class Imbalance and Asymmetric Error: The second challenge arises due to the
unbalanced nature of the data; since anomalies are rare only a very small fraction of
the data is expected to be abnormal. Moreover, the cost of mislabeling a good data
instance versus a bad instance may change depending on the application, and further
could be hard to estimate beforehand. For example, mislabeling a cancer patient as
healthy could cause fatal consequences while mislabeling an honest customer as a
fraudster could cause loss of customer ﬁdelity. If learning-based techniques are to be
employed, those issues regarding class imbalance and asymmetric error costs should
be carefully accounted for.
Novel Anomalies: The third point is the wrist-ﬁght nature of the problem setting,
especiallyinthefrauddetectiondomain.Themorethefraudstersunderstandtheways
the detection algorithms work, the more they change their techniques in a way to by-
pass the detection and ﬁt-in to the norm. As a result, not only the algorithms should
be adaptive to changing and growing data over time, they should also be adaptive to
and be able to detect novel anomalies in face of adversaries.
“Explaining-away” the Anomalies: Additional challenges lie in explaining the
anomalies in the post-detection phase. This involves either digging out the root cause
of an anomaly, telling a coherent story for the ‘why’ and ‘how’ of the anomaly, and/or
presenting the results in a user-friendly form for further analysis. Most of the existing
detection techniques, while doing a reasonably good job in spotting the anomalies,
completely leave out this description or attribution phase and thus make it hard for
humans to make sense of the outcome.
Graph-speciﬁc challenges: All of the above challenges associated with the anomaly
detection problem generalize to graph data. Graph-based anomaly detection, on the
other hand, has additional challenges as well.
Inter-dependent Objects: Firstly, the relational nature of the data makes it chal-
lenging to quantify the anomalousness of graph objects. While in traditional outlier
detection, the objects or data points are treated as independent and identically dis-
tributed (i.i.d.) from each other, the objects in graph data have long-range correla-
tions. Thus, the “spreading activation” of anomalousness or “guilt by associations”
need to be carefully accounted for.
Variety of Deﬁnitions: Secondly, the deﬁnitions of anomalies in graphs are much
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graphs. For example, novel types of anomalies related to graph substructures are of
interest for many applications, e.g., money-laundering rings in trading networks.
Size of Search Space: The main challenge associated with more complex anoma-
lies such as graph substructures is that the search space is huge, as in many graph
theoretical problems associated with graph search. The enumeration of possible sub-
structures is combinatorial which makes the problem of ﬁnding out the anomalies a
much harder task. This search space is enlarged even more when the graphs are at-
tributed as the possibilities span both the graph structure and the attribute space. As
a result, the graph-based anomaly detection algorithms need to be designed not only
for effectiveness but also for efﬁciency and scalability.
1.3 Previous Surveys and Our Contributions
There exist very comprehensive survey articles on anomaly and outlier detection in
general that focus on points of multi-dimensional data instances. In particular, [Chan-
dola et al., 2009] covers outlier detection techniques, [Zimek et al., 2012] focuses
on outlier detection in high dimensions, and [Schubert et al., 2012] deals with lo-
cal outlier detection techniques. In addition, survey and special issue journal articles
that address anomaly, event, and change detection include [Chandola et al., 2012,
Margineantu et al., 2010, Radke et al., 2005]. Finally, due to the wide-range of ap-
plication domains, fraud detection has attracted many surveys [Edge and Sampaio,
2009, Flegel et al., 2010, Phua et al., 2010].
None of the previous surveys, however, discuss the anomaly detection problems
in the particular context when one is confronted with large graph datasets. Further,
they also do not focus, at least not directly, on graph-based detection techniques.
Therefore, in this survey we aim to provide a comprehensive and structured overview
of the state-of-the-art techniques for anomaly, event, and fraud detection in data rep-
resented as graphs. As such, our focus is notably different from, while being comple-
mentary to the earlier surveys. Speciﬁcally, our contributions are listed as follows.
1. Different from previous surveys on anomaly and outlier detection, we focus on
abnormality detection in (large) graph datasets, using graph-based techniques.
2. Wecomprehensivelyexploreunsupervisedtechniquesthatexploitthegraphstruc-
ture, as well as (semi-) supervised methods that employ relational learning.
3. We put the abnormality (anomaly, event, fraud) detection methods under a unify-
ing lens, point out their connections, pros and cons (e.g., scalability, robustness,
generality, etc.) and applications on diverse real-world tasks.
4. In addition to anomaly detection, we highlight the importance of explaining the
detected anomalies and provide a survey of analysis tools and techniques for post-
detection exploration and sense-making.
1.4 Overview and Organization
We present our survey in four major parts. A general outline and a list of topics we
cover are given as follows.8 Leman Akoglu et al.
I. Anomaly detection in static graphs (Section 2)
(a) Anomalies in plain (unlabeled) graphs
(b) Anomalies in attributed (node-/edge-labeled) graphs
II. Anomaly detection in dynamic graphs (Section 3)
(a) Feature-based events
(b) Decomposition-based events
(c) Community- or clustering-based events
(d) Window-based events
III. Graph-based anomaly description (Section 4)
(a) Interpretation-friendly graph anomaly detection
(b) Interactive graph querying and sense making
IV. Graph-based anomaly detection in real-world applications (Section 5)
(a) Anomalies in telecom networks (f) Anomalies in opinion networks
(b) Anomalies in auction networks (g) Anomalies in the Web network
(c) Anomalies in account networks (h) Anomalies in social networks
(d) Anomalies in security networks (i) Anomalies in computer networks
(e) Anomalies in ﬁnancial networks
The ﬁrst part focuses on anomaly detection methods for static graph data, and is
covered for both unlabeled (plain) and labeled (attributed) graphs. The second part
focuses on change or event detection approaches for time-varying or dynamic graph
data, based on edit distances and connectivity structure. The overview of the ﬁrst
two sections, along with the areas with open problems and challenges are provided
in Table 1. In the third part, we stress the importance of anomaly attribution in re-
vealing the root-cause of the detected anomalies and in presenting anomalies in a
user-friendly form. We provide the state-of-the-art tools that could facilitate the post-
analysis of detected anomalies for the crucial task of sense-making. Finally, in the
fourth and last part we demonstrate graph-based anomaly detection techniques in
action, where we discuss several real-world applications in diverse domains.
Table 1 Categorization of graph-based techniques in Section 2 and Section 3.
Plain Attributed
Static [Section 2.1] [Section 2.2]
Open
Dynamic
[Section 3.2] [Section 3.2]
Many Open
Challenges
We show the general outline of our survey in Figure 2 illustrating a sketch of
the taxonomy. In the ﬁrst two parts, namely static and dynamic graph anomalies, we
focus on unsupervised techniques as well as (semi-) supervised approaches based on
relational classiﬁcation. Later in the third part, we focus on qualitative analysis tech-
niques for the sense-making of spotted anomalies. Finally in part four, we present a
long list of applications of graph-based anomaly detection in a wide range of net-
works, including ﬁnance, security, accounting, to name a few.Graph based Anomaly Detection and Description: A Survey 9
Graph-based Detection 
(Quantitative detection) 
Anomaly Detection             
in Static Graphs 
Anomaly Detection 
in Dynamic Graphs 
Graph-based       
Anomaly Detection 
Applications 
Community 
based 
Plain  Attributed 
Structure based 
Community 
based 
Feature based 
Plain 
Decomposition based 
Graph-based Description 
(Qualitative explanation) 
Analysis 
Attribution 
Interactive querying 
Visualization 
Sense making 
Relational learning based 
Community based 
Window based 
Telecom networks 
Auction networks 
Account networks 
Security networks 
Opinion networks 
Financial networks 
Web network 
Social networks 
Computer networks 
Structure based 
Fig. 2 Graph-anomaly detection: the outline of the survey.
2 Anomaly Detection in Static Graphs
In this section, we will address the anomaly detection in static snapshots of graphs.
That is, the main task here is to spot anomalous network entities (e.g., nodes, edges,
subgraphs) given the entire graph structure. We start with a very brief overview of
outlier detection techniques in static clouds of data points and provide pointers for
further reading. Next, we survey anomaly detection techniques for static graphs.
Overview: Outliers in Clouds of Data Points
Outlier detection deals with the problem of spotting outlying points in the (high-
dimensional) feature space of data points. While not directly related, outlier detec-
tion techniques are employed in graph-based anomaly detection, for example after a
graph-feature extraction step as we describe in this section. Thus it is beneﬁcial to
know of general outlier detection methods for spotting graph anomalies.
Inoutlierdetection,somemethodsprovidebinary0/1classiﬁcationofdatapoints,
i.e. outlier vs. non-outlier, while most methods try to assign what is called an outlier-
ness score that enables the quantiﬁcation of the level of outlierness of the objects and
subsequently rank the objects accordingly. For an illustration, see Figure 1(a).
There are several different ways of multi-dimensional outlier detection. The tech-
niques can be classiﬁed into density-based [Breunig et al., 2000, Papadimitriou et al.,
2003], distance-based [Aggarwal and Yu, 2001, Chaudhary et al., 2002, Ghoting
et al., 2008, Knorr and Ng, 1998, Orair et al., 2010, Wang et al., 2011b], depth-based
[Ruts and Rousseeuw, 1996], distribution-based [Saltenis, 2004], clustering-based
[He et al., 2003, Lieto et al., 2008, Miller and Browning, 2003, Wang et al., 2012c],
classiﬁcation-based [Abe et al., 2006, Hempstalk et al., 2008, Janssens et al., 2009],
informationtheory-based[Ando,2007,B¨ ohmetal.,2009,SmetsandVreeken,2011],
spectrum-based [Liu et al., 2013], and subspace-based [Keller et al., 2012, Kriegel
et al., 2012, M¨ uller et al., 2010, 2012] techniques. Moreover, there exist outlier detec-10 Leman Akoglu et al.
tion techniques that can work with categorical features [Akoglu et al., 2012c, Das and
Schneider, 2007, Smets and Vreeken, 2011], or a mixture of both types of features
[Otey et al., 2006] in addition to one-class classiﬁcation-based approaches Janssens
et al. [2009], Pauwels and Ambekar [2011].
We refer the reader to a comprehensive survey on outlier detection for more dis-
cussion and details [Chandola et al., 2012] as well as a recent book by [Aggarwal,
2013] on outlier analysis with comprehensive details on these techniques.
Anomalies in Static Graph Data
…  … 
12  13  14  22  23  We will study anomaly detection in graph
data under two settings: 1) plain graphs, and
2) attributed graphs. An attributed graph is a
graph where nodes and/or edges have features
associated with them. For example in a so-
cial network, users may have various interests,
work/live at different locations, be of various
education levels, etc. while the relational links may have various strengths, types,
frequency, etc. A plain graph, on the other hand, consists of only nodes and edges
among those nodes, i.e. the graph structure.
While the speciﬁc deﬁnition of the graph anomalies may vary, a general deﬁnition
for the anomaly detection problem for static graphs can be stated as follows:
Deﬁnition 3 (Static-Graph Anomaly Detection Problem)
Given the snapshot of a (plain or attributed) graph database,
Find the nodes and/or edges and/or substructures that are “few and different” or
deviate signiﬁcantly from the patterns observed in the graph.
2.1 Anomalies in Static Plain Graphs
For a given plain graph, the only information about it is its structure. This category of
anomaly detection methods thus exploit the structure of the graph to ﬁnd patterns and
spot anomalies. These structural patterns can be grouped further into two categories:
structure-based patterns and community-based patterns.
2.1.1 Structure based methods
We organize the structure-based approaches into two: feature-based and proximity-
based. The ﬁrst group exploits the graph structure to extract graph-centric features
such as node degree and subgraph centrality, while the second group uses the graph
structure to quantify the closeness of nodes in the graph to identify associations.
Feature-based approaches:
Main idea: This group of approaches uses the graph representation to extract struc-
tural graph-centric features that are sometimes used together with other features ex-
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feature space. Essentially, these methods transform the graph anomaly detection
problem to the well-known and understood outlier detection problem.
Graph-centric features: One could use the given graph structure to compute various
measures associated with the nodes, dyads, triads, egonets, communities, as well as
the global graph structure [Henderson et al., 2010]. These features have been used in
several anomaly detection applications including Web spam [Becchetti et al., 2006]
and network intrusion [Ding et al., 2012] as we will discuss in detail in Section 5.
The node-level features include (in/out) degrees, centrality measures such as
eigenvector [Bonacich and Lloyd, 2001], closeness [Noh and Rieger, 2004], and be-
tweenness [Freeman, 1977] centralities, local clustering coefﬁcient [Watts and Stro-
gatz, 1998], radius [Kang et al., 2011c], degree assortativity, and most recently, roles
[Henderson et al., 2012]. The dyadic features include reciprocity [Akoglu et al.,
2012a], edge betweenness, number of common neighbors, as well as several other
local network overlap measures [Gupte and Eliassi-Rad, 2012, Liben-Nowell and
Kleinberg, 2003]. [Akoglu et al., 2010] introduce egonet features such as its number
of triangles, total weight, principal eigenvalue, etc. as well as their pairwise corre-
lation patterns. [Henderson et al., 2011] enrich and extend the possible graph-based
features with recursively aggregating existing features. The node-group-level features
can be listed as compactness measures, such as density, modularity [Newman, 2006],
and conductance [Andersen et al., 2006]. Finally, examples to global measures in-
clude number of connected components, distribution of component sizes [Kang et al.,
2010], principal eigenvalue, minimum spanning tree weight, average node degree,
global clustering coefﬁcient, to name but a few.
Approaches: A feature-based anomaly detection technique called ODDBALL is pro-
posed by [Akoglu et al., 2010], which extracts egonet-based features and ﬁnds pat-
terns that most of the egonets of the graph follow with respect to those features. As
such, this method can spot anomalous egonets (and hence anomalous nodes), as those
that do not follow the observed patterns.
An egonet is deﬁned as the 1-step neighborhood around
a node; including the node, its direct neighbors, and all the
connections among these nodes (an example is shown on the
right ﬁgure). More formally an egonet is the induced 1-step
sub-graph for each node. Given the egonets, the main ques-
tion and challenge is which features to look at, as there is a
long list of possible graph-based measures that can be extracted as egonet features.
The paper proposes a carefully chosen subset of features (e.g. number of triangles,
total weight of edges, etc.) that are (1) observed to yield patterns across a wide range
of real-world graphs, and (2) fast to compute and easy to interpret.
The egonet features are then studied in pairs and several patterns in the form of
power-laws are observed among strongly related features (e.g. number of neighbors
and number of triangles). For a given egonet, its deviation from a particular pattern is
computed based on its “distance” to the relevant power-law distribution. Each egonet
then receives a separate deviation, or outlierness, score with respect to each pattern.
The multiple scores a node receives from various observed patterns brings up the
question of how to combine them to obtain the ﬁnal scores or ﬁnal ranking. Several12 Leman Akoglu et al.
works [Gao and Tan, 2006, Lazarevic and Kumar, 2005] have proposed solutions
to how to unite multiple outlierness scores. This problem is addressed in works on
outlier ensembles, as discussed in Aggarwal [2012], Zimek et al. [2014].
There are several advantages of analyzing the egonet features in pairs, rather than
in union. First, this facilitates the visualization of the patterns and outliers in 2-d
for post-analysis. Second, the low dimensionality of the feature space helps with
interpretability of the results, that is, one can tell what type of anomalies a node
belongs to based on its deviation from a particular pattern, or “law”. As an example,
in [Kang et al., 2014], the authors propose a package for visualization of billion-scale
graphs by focusing on correlation plots (node features in pairs), as well as the spy plot
and distribution plots for various features. The visualization tool is carefully designed
to make the outliers pronounced even by a simple inspection.
Later work by [Henderson et al., 2011] extends the feature base by recursively
combining node-based (“local”) and egonet-based (neighborhood) features. A recur-
sive feature is deﬁned as some aggregate value (e.g. mean, min, max) computed over
any existing feature value (including recursive ones) among a node’s neighbors. Intu-
itively, local and egonet features capture neighborhood information, whereas recur-
sive features enable to go beyond direct neighborhood to capture more of “regional”
or behavioral information. An iterative procedure with run time complexity linear in
graph size is detailed in the paper to compute recursive features and prune highly
correlated features on the go.
Proximity-based approaches:
Main idea: This group of techniques exploits the graph structure to measure close-
ness (or proximity) of objects in the graph. These methods capture the simple auto-
correlation between these objects, where close-by objects are considered to be likely
to belong to the same class (e.g., malicious/benign or infected/healthy).
Approaches: Measuring the importance of the nodes in a graph is one of the most
widely studied graph problems. PageRank [Brin and Page, 1998] is one of the most
popular algorithms which is based on random walks. A random walk on the (un-
weighted) graph jumps randomly from node to node. If currently present on a node
u, a random walk in the next step jumps to one of its neighbors with equal probability
1=du where du is the degree of node u. The stationary probability distribution of the
random walk on the graph is then considered to rank the nodes by their “importance”.
This walk is known to converge if the transition matrix, the entries of which de-
note the jump probabilities between neighboring nodes, is stochastic, aperiodic, and
irreducible [Feller, 1968]. On an undirected graph, the stationary probability of a
random walk at node u is directly proportional to its degree du, and is independent
of the starting node. On directed graphs, it is probable that the irreducibility condi-
tion, which states that there is a non-zero probability of going from any one node to
any other, will be unmet (e.g., in the existence of sink nodes and multiple strongly
connected components). To resolve these issues, a random restart of the walk is per-
formed with a certain probability a 2 (0;1) (a.k.a. the damping factor), where the
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A widely used graph-closeness measure that is also based on random walks but
with an extension of restarts to a particular node is the Personalized PageRank (PPR)
[Haveliwala, 2003]. Given a restart node q and the parameter a consider the random
walk with restart, starting at node q, such that at any step when currently present
at a node u, it chooses any of its neighbors with equal probability (1 a)=du, and
returns to the restart node q with probability a. The stationary probability at any
node v of the random walk with restart is deﬁned as the PPR score of v with respect
to the restart node q. A more general version of this measure can be given for a set
Q of restart nodes, where their restart probabilities sum to a. This type of PageRank
computation is often referred to as the Biased PageRank. The stationary distribution
of probabilities indicates the proximity (or closeness) of each node in the graph with
respect to the (set of) restart node(s), and is higher for the nodes that have many,
short, and high weighted paths to the restart node(s).
Another graph proximity measure that quantiﬁes the closeness of two nodes in the
graph is SimRank [Jeh and Widom, 2002], which computes similarity of the struc-
tural context in which the graph objects occur, based on their relationships with other
objects. It is often thought as measuring how soon two random surfers starting from
the two nodes are expected to meet each other by randomly walking “backwards” in
the graph. Several variants of SimRank are also proposed by [Antonellis et al., 2008,
Chen and Giles, 2013, Zhao et al., 2009].
Finally, many link prediction approaches essentially quantify the similarity or
closeness of pairs of nodes in the graph. Several such measures of varying computa-
tional complexity exist. The simple ones include the Jaccard proximity, which is the
normalized number of common neighbors of the two nodes. Others include the to-
tal number of paths or node-disjoint paths. The slightly more complex Katz measure
Katz [1953] counts all the paths weighted inversely proportional to the path length.
For a well documented list and evaluation of these as well as other measures, we refer
the reader to Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg [2003].
2.1.2 Community based methods
Main idea: The cluster or community-based methods for graph anomaly detection
rely on ﬁnding densely connected groups of “close-by” nodes in the graph and spot
nodes and/or edges that have connections across communities. In fact, the deﬁnition
of anomaly under this setting can be thought of as ﬁnding “bridge” nodes/edges that
do not directly belong to one particular community.
Approaches: Methods that exploit communities or proximity of nodes in the graph
to spot (node) anomalies in bipartite graphs include [Sun et al., 2005]. Several real-
world data can be represented with bipartite graphs where the bridge nodes reveal
interestingphenomena.Examplesincludepublicationnetworks:authorsvs.(unusual)
papers written by authors from different research communities; P2P networks: users
vs. (cross-border) ﬁles; ﬁnancial trading networks: stocks vs. (cross-sector) traders;
and customer-product networks: users vs. (“cross-border”) products.
The two main problems addressed in [Sun et al., 2005] are (P1) how to ﬁnd the
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and (P2) how to quantify the level of the given node to be a bridge node. For (P1),
theauthorsuserandom-walk-with-restart-basedPersonalizedPageRank(PPR)scores
[Haveliwala, 2003] of all the nodes with respect to the given node, where those nodes
with high PPR scores constitute the neighborhood of a node. On similar lines, for (P2)
the pairwise PPR scores among all the neighbors of the given node are aggregated by
averaging to compute a so-called “normality” score of a node. Intuitively, nodes with
low normality scores have neighbors with low pairwise proximity to one another.
This suggests that the neighbors lie in different, separate communities, which makes
the given node resemble a bridging node across communities.
AUTOPART [Chakrabarti, 2004] is based on the notion that nodes with similar
neighbors are clustered together, and the edges that do not belong to any struc-
ture constitute anomalies (e.g. cross-cluster bridge edges). Similarly, nodes that have
many cross-connections to multiple different communities are considered not to be-
long to any particular cluster and thus also constitute anomalies. For ﬁnding com-
munities in a graph, the algorithm re-organizes the rows and columns of the adja-
cency matrix into a few homogeneous blocks (of either low or high density). These
blocks have the property of containing nodes that are more densely connected to-
gether than with the rest of the nodes in the graph—which is the underlying idea in
clustering. [Chakrabarti, 2004] develops a parameter-free, iterative algorithms based
on the Minimum Description Length principle [Rissanen, 1999] for rearranging the
rows and columns, as well as for ﬁnding the best number of blocks or node groups
automatically without requiring any user input.
Another method that aims to spot (node and edge) anomalies based on graph
communities [Tong and Lin, 2011] relies on matrix factorization. Matrix factoriza-
tion has been used to address several problems ranging from dimensionality reduc-
tion [Ambai et al., 2011, Nikulin and Huang, 2012] to (graph) clustering [Kuang
et al., 2012, Wang et al., 2012b]. The factorization of a data matrix A is often formu-
lated as A = XY+R, where X and Y are the low rank factors and R denotes the
residual matrix. In traditional non-negative matrix factorization (NMF), there exists
additional constraints on the non-negativity of both X and Y, which for example aids
in determining the communities. Different from this traditional approach, the main
idea for ﬁnding anomalies is to waive these original constraints but instead enforce
non-negativity constraints on the residual matrix for interpretability (hence the name
NRMF). The approach proves effective in spotting “strange” connections, such as
port-scanning-like or ddos-like activity, bridging connections, as well as bipartite-
core structures with the help of the non-negative residual matrix.
The “bridge” nodes and/or edges can be seen as intrusive connectors and/or con-
nections that cross the community boundaries in computer security. For example,
[Ding et al., 2012] regards intrusion as entering a community to which one does not
belong, and looks for communication that does not respect the community bound-
aries. Analysis shows that cut-vertices (vertices the removal of which disconnects
the graph into components) correspond well with ground-truth trafﬁc sources that at-
tempted an intrusion, by sending malicious or unwanted trafﬁc. This work essentially
shows one of the real-world applications that community-based anomaly detection
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Other community-based network outlier detection methods directly focus on net-
work clustering, and in the process, spot hubs and outliers as a by-product [Sun et al.,
2010, Xu et al., 2007]. To ﬁnd network clusters, SCAN [Xu et al., 2007] exploits the
neighborhood of vertices; vertices sharing many neighbors are grouped into the same
clusters.Assuch,verticesthatarebridgingmanyclustersarelabeledashubs,whereas
those that cannot be assigned to any community are ﬂagged as outliers. To overcome
the issue of selecting the minimum similarity threshold parameter of [Xu et al., 2007],
[Sunetal.,2010]proposesanovelclusteringframeworkcalled GSKELETONCLU that
also aims to ﬁnd hubs and outliers as byproduct of the graph clustering.
2.2 Anomalies in Static Attributed Graphs
For certain kinds of data, it is possible to have a richer graph representation, in which
nodes and edges exhibit (non-unique) attributes. Examples to such graphs include
social networks with user interests as attributes, transaction networks with time, lo-
cation, and amount as attributes, cargo shipments with visited ports, ﬁnancial infor-
mation, type of transported goods as attributes, and so on.4
This category of anomaly detection methods on attributed graphs exploit the
structure as well as the coherence of attributes of the graph to ﬁnd patterns and
spot anomalies. These methods can also be grouped into two: structure-based and
community-based methods. In a nutshell, the structure-based methods exploit fre-
quent substructure and subgraph patterns to spot deformations in these pattens, while
community-based methods aim to spot what is called community-outliers that do not
exhibit the same characteristics as the others in the same community.
2.2.1 Structure based methods
Main idea: Structure based approaches mainly aim to identify substructures in the
graph that are rare structurally, i.e. connectivity-wise, as well as attribute-wise. As
such, inverse of frequent attributed subgraphs are sought out. The differences from
these normative substructures are quantiﬁed in various ways as we describe below.
Approaches: One of the earliest works on attributed graph anomaly detection by [No-
ble and Cook, 2003] addresses two related problems: (P1) the problem of ﬁnding
unusual substructures in a given graph, and (P2) the problem of ﬁnding the unusual
subgraphs among a given set of subgraphs, in which nodes and edges contain (non-
unique) attributes. Main insight to solve these problems is to look for structures that
occur infrequently, which are roughly opposite to what is called the “best substruc-
tures”. Intuitively, best substructures are those that occur frequently in the graph and
thus can compress the graph well. An information-theoretic formulation based on the
Minimum Description Length (MDL) principle [Rissanen, 1999] that trades off be-
tween compression quality and the size of such substructures (as the entire graph is
the best compressor) is devised as an objective.
4 We will use the words ‘attribute’ and ‘feature’ interchangeably throughout text.16 Leman Akoglu et al.
The main idea for detecting unusual substructures (P1) is to deﬁne a measure that
is inversely related to the MDL-based measure deﬁned for the best substructures and
rank substructures by this new measure. Similarly, the main idea for ﬁnding the un-
usual subgraphs (P2) is to deﬁne a measure that penalizes those subgraphs containing
few common (i.e. best) substructures, making them more anomalous.
The methods by [Noble and Cook, 2003] essentially build on frequent subgraphs
with categorical attributes. On the other hand, most often datasets come with a mix of
both numerical and categorical attributes, e.g. dollar amounts in transaction data and
number of (e.g., Ping, SYN, etc.) requests in network log data. Treating each numer-
ical value as a distinct attribute loses ordering and closeness information. To address
thisproblem[Davisetal.,2011]proposeddiscretizingthenumericalattributes,where
the majority “normal” values are assigned the same single categorical attribute, and
all other values are assigned their “outlierness” score. Several discretization mecha-
nisms, e.g. based on ﬁtting probability density functions, k-NNs, outlier detection (in
particular LOF [Breunig et al., 2000]), and clustering (CbLOF [He et al., 2003]), have
been studied. We also include other discretization techniques that could apply under
this setting such as SAX [Lin et al., 2003], MDL-binning [Kontkanen and Myllymki,
2007], and minimum entropy discretization [Fayyad and Irani, 1993].
Later work by [Eberle and Holder, 2007] follows a different insight to look for
anomalies than the previous work. Rather than focusing on infrequent substructures,
they go after those substructures that are very similar to, though not the same as, a
normative (i.e. best) substructure. A statement by United Nations Ofﬁce on Drugs
and Crime corroborates this insight: “The more successful money-laundering appa-
ratus is in imitating the patterns and behavior of legitimate transactions, the less the
likelihood of it being exposed.”
Usingtheinsightthatanintruderwouldmakeatmostacertainnumberofchanges
to blend in with the normal data instances and lower their chances of being detected
glaringly, the work by [Eberle and Holder, 2007] formulates three types of anomalous
cases based on modiﬁcation, insertion, and deletion. They formulate various anomaly
scores that use both (in)frequency and modiﬁcation cost (the lower, the more anoma-
lous). We note that the anomalies are assumed to consist of only one type of anomaly,
which is prone to missing e.g., a deletion followed by a modiﬁcation.
On similar lines, [Liu et al., 2005] use subgraphs of attributed graphs for detecting
non-crashing software bugs. In this type of application domain, every execution of a
software program is represented as an attributed graph called behavior graph, where
nodes denote functions (attributed with function names), and (directed) edges depict
function calls or function transitions. Different from previous methods discussed so
far, the idea here is to train a classiﬁcation model that takes as input positive and neg-
ative behavior graphs for correct and incorrect executions, respectively. First, (closed)
frequent subgraphs are extracted from a set of behavior graphs, which are then used
as features in training a classiﬁcation model.
The pattern-based (e.g. frequent substructures) anomaly detection techniques as
described above make them interpretable and amenable for post-analysis by domain
experts to reveal the root cause. Moreover, these methods are quite generally deﬁned
suchthattheycanbeappliedonvarioustypesofdataandscenarioswherethedatacan
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On the other hand, this generality comes at a cost of high false positive rates, as not
all rare occurrences can be attributed to anomalous cases. Furthermore several user-
speciﬁedthresholds,suchastheamountofalterationthresholdorsubgraphfrequency
threshold, make it hard to trade off false positive and false negative rates by the user.
2.2.2 Community based methods
Main idea: These approaches aim to identify those nodes in a graph, often called the
community outliers, the attribute values of which deviate signiﬁcantly from the other
members of the speciﬁc communities that they belong to. For example, a smoker in a
community of vastly non-smoker baseball players is an example of a community out-
lier. As such, communities are analyzed based on both link and attribute similarities
of the nodes they consist of. While some methods aim to detect outliers simultane-
ously with detecting the communities in the graph, some perform the outlier detection
as a second step after performing the attributed graph clustering.
Approaches: [Gao et al., 2010a] differentiates graph-based community outlier detec-
tion from three closely related problems; namely, global outlier detection that only
considers node attributes, structural outlier detection that only considers links (e.g.
[Xu et al., 2007]) (as is discussed in the previous section), and local outlier detection
that only considers attribute values of direct neighbors. While interesting on their
own right, these three types of methods are prone to miss outliers in the unison of
these—outliers with respect to other community members’ attributes. They develop
a uniﬁed probabilistic model that simultaneously ﬁnds communities as well as spot
community outliers. The unsupervised learning algorithm called CODA alternates
between the two steps of parameter estimation (ﬁxed cluster assignment), and infer-
ence for cluster assignments (ﬁxed parameters). As with the nature of such learning
algorithms, the good initialization of clusters at the beginning is a crucial step for the
algorithm to reach a good solution. Moreover, the convergence of the algorithm is not
guaranteed. One way that is used to ﬁnd a good initialization is to employ a graph
clustering algorithm to ﬁnd a ﬁrst-cut good quality clustering based on only the link
structure, which also helps with faster convergence.
[M¨ uller et al., 2013] propose a node outlier ranking technique in attributed graphs
called GOUTRANK. Different from [Gao et al., 2010a], their main insight into com-
munity outlier detection is the fact that the complex anomalies could be revealed
in only a subset of relevant attributes (a.k.a. subspaces). This becomes more appar-
ent especially in high dimensional feature spaces due to the curse of dimensionality
[Beyer et al., 1999]. Roughly speaking, all objects appear to be sparse and dissimilar
in high dimensions, or in other words, all the distances between pairs of objects look
similar causing all the objects to be equally (dis)similar to one another. In their work,
they also consider quantifying the degree of deviation for each node-outlier which
is beyond binary detection. As such, they address two main challenges associated
with community outlier detection in attributed graphs; the selection of subgraphs and
subspaces, and the scoring of nodes in multiple subspace clusters.
Recently, [Perozzi et al., 2014] proposed a new formulation, called FOCUSCO,
on ﬁnding user-driven cluster or community outliers in graphs with node attributes.
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of attributes, i.e. an attribute subspace, that the given nodes agree on (called “focus
attributes”) and then ﬁnds clusters of densely connected nodes in the graph that also
agree on this attribute space (called “focused clusters”). The focus attributes are in-
terpreted as properties that make the cluster nodes “click”. Based on these focused
clusters, an outlier is deﬁned as a node which belongs to a cluster structurally but
deviates from it in focus attributes. In other words, nodes that are tightly connected to
many other nodes in a cluster but that do not exhibit similar focus attributes constitute
the outliers. The authors develop an algorithm that extracts focused clusters and their
respective outliers simultaneously. The detection of outliers in this setting is mainly
geared by user preference and the description of outliers is achieved via the speciﬁc
focus attributes that they violate.
Finally, there is a large body of other related work that mainly addresses the prob-
lem of attributed graph clustering—without focusing on outlier detection, including
[Akoglu et al., 2012b, Boden et al., 2012a,b, G¨ unnemann et al., 2010, 2012]. These
methods could form the basis for community outlier detection in a post-processing
step, as opposed to integrated clustering and outlier detection in one algorithm as
with the techniques discussed above. During post-processing, nodes that could not be
assigned to a “large enough” community (e.g., singletons or micro-clusters) could be
analyzed further, or the nodes the removal from a community of which increases a
“ﬁtness” score of the community can be ﬂagged as abnormal.
2.2.3 Relational learning based methods
Main idea: This group consists of network-based collective classiﬁcation algorithms
the main idea of which is to exploit the relationships between the objects to assign
them into classes, where the number of classes is often two: anomalous and normal.
Different from proximity-based approaches which aim to quantify auto-correlations
among graph objects, these algorithms are often more complex and thus can model
and exploit more complex correlations between the graph objects.
Approaches: Classiﬁcation is the problem of assigning class labels to, or shortly la-
beling, data instances based on their observed attributes. Anomaly detection can be
formulated as a classiﬁcation problem, when one has a representative labeled data
available. For example, determining whether a Web page is spam or non-spam based
upon the words that appear in it and identiﬁcation of benign/malicious web pages,
fraud/legitimate transactions, etc. can all be thought of as two-way classiﬁcation
problems. When the labeled data size is reasonably large, one can employ fully su-
pervised classiﬁcation, where the labeled data is used for model learning. When la-
beleddataisscarce,butstillavailable,onecanemploysemi-supervisedclassiﬁcation,
where the learning is done by simultaneously using labeled and unlabeled data.
In traditional statistical machine learning approaches, the instances are often as-
sumed to be independent, and identically distributed (i.i.d) and often the learning
algorithms ignore the dependencies among data instances. Relational classiﬁcation,
on the other hand, is the task of inferring the class labels of a network of objects
simultaneously or collectively. The underlying assumption in relational classiﬁcation
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the objects, such as two linked Web pages. In many cases, there is a simple auto-
correlation between the objects, where the linked objects are likely to have the same
labels (e.g. spam pages link to other spam pages, infected people are linked to other
infected people). In other cases, more complex correlations may be exhibited (e.g.
fraudsters trade with honest people and not with other fraudsters).
There exist a large amount of research on relational classiﬁcation methods [Fried-
man et al., 1999, Jensen et al., 2004, Lu and Getoor, 2003, Macskassy and Provost,
2003, Neville and Jensen, 2000, 2003, Neville et al., 2003, Taskar et al., 2002]. Gen-
erally, these methods exploit one or more of the following input:
1. the class labels of its neighbors, and
2. the node attributes (features),
3. the attributes of the node’s neighbors.
Wenotethatalthoughitispossiblethatsomemethodsdescribedinthissectionare
amenable to use only the ﬁrst type of information, i.e. nodes’ class labels, and need
not exploit node attributes, most methods are easily generalizable to incorporating
node attribute information, if available. Thus, we cover these methods in this section
that is attributed to anomaly detection in attributed graphs, and remark that some
methods do apply to plain graphs as well.
Relational classiﬁcation methods can be categorized into local and global meth-
ods [Sen et al., 2008]. The local algorithms build local predictive models for the class
of a node in the network and use often iterative inference procedures to collectively
classify the unlabeled objects. The second group of algorithms deﬁne a global formu-
lation of class dependencies and use inference algorithms to solve for the assignments
that would maximize the joint probability distribution.
The techniques for the local methods can differ in both the local models and the
inference methods that they use. [Chakrabarti, 2007] use Naive Bayes models for the
localattributesoftheobjectandtheclasslabelsoftheneighborobjects.Theythenuse
mean ﬁeld relaxation labeling for the inference. [Neville and Jensen, 2000] also use a
Naive Bayes model for the attributes, but they use an iterative classiﬁcation algorithm
(ICA) for inference. In later work, they investigate the use of relational dependency
networks (RDNs) and the inference algorithm is based on Gibbs sampling [Neville
and Jensen, 2003]. [Lu and Getoor, 2003] use logistic regression as a local model
and ICA for inference but they explore various ways of aggregation that can be used
for the class labels of the related objects. For sparsely labeled networks, [Gallagher
et al., 2008] propose ways to infer “ghost” edges based on graph closeness to improve
classiﬁcation performance.
As for the global methods, [Friedman et al., 1999] use probabilistic relational
models (PRMs) as a (full joint) model and then use Loopy Belief Propagation (LBP)
[Yedidiaetal.,2003]fortheinference.[Taskaretal.,2002]userelationalMarkovnet-
works (RMNs) as a (full joint) model and also use LBP for inference. [Macskassy and
Provost, 2003] propose a simple baseline algorithm called (probabilistic) weighted-
vote relational network (wv-RN) classiﬁer where they use only the class labels of
objects for classiﬁcation; they infer the class label of an object by taking a weighted
average of the potentially inferred class labels of the related objects iteratively. Other
global formulations are based on Markov logic networks (MLNs).
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– Iterative Classiﬁcation Algorithm (ICA)
– Gibbs Sampling
– Loopy Belief Propagation
– Weighted-Vote Relational Network Classiﬁer
All these algorithms are fast, iterative, approximate inference algorithms, since
exact inference is known to be NP-hard in arbitrary networks [Cooper, 1990]. More-
over, convergence is not guaranteed for any of them. Node ordering for updates (e.g.,
random, diversity-based) may alter the classiﬁcation results. For local methods, ad-
ditional challenges include feature construction and local classiﬁcation. For feature
construction one has to decide whether to consider in-, out-, or both neighbors, and
aggregation method of neighbor labels (e.g., max, mode, count), as well as choice of
neighbors to consider (e.g., all, top-k most conﬁdently labeled). With respect to local
classiﬁcation, one requires training data, and has to choose the classiﬁer type (e.g.,
Naive Bayes, logistic regression, k-NN, SVM).
With respect to scalability, these methods mostly rely on message passing or in-
formation aggregation over neighbors and thus scale linearly with number of edges in
the graph. Recently, techniques to speed up inference for massive graphs, especially
based on LBP, have been proposed by [Kang et al., 2011a, Koutra et al., 2011].
Before concluding this section on graph anomaly detection techniques in static
graphs, we provide a summary and qualitative comparison of the detection algorithms
presented in this section in Table 2.G
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Table 2 Qualitative and quantitative comparison of anomaly detection algorithms for static graphs. The ﬁrst four columns refer to the type of graphs that an algorithm can
be applied to (with or without weights on the edges, with or without attributes for the nodes); “Linear” holds true for those methods that have time complexity linear in the
number of edges of the input graph (and more otherwise); “Parameter-free” methods correspond to those that do not expect any user-speciﬁed input parameters; “Output
format” corresponds to the output type/format of the method (e.g. anomaly scores and their ranges, binary output/classiﬁcation e.g. anomalous or not); and “Visualization”
refers to the graphical means used –if any– to present the anomalous instances to the user (e.g., distribution plots, graph with the anomalous nodes/edges annotated).
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ODDBALL [Akoglu et al., 2010], [Henderson et al., 2011] 3 3 7 3 7 3 [0;¥] node anomaly scores pairwise feature scatter plots, egonets
[Sun et al., 2005] 3 3 7 3 7 3 [0;1] node normality scores score distribution
AUTOPART [Chakrabarti, 2004] 7 3 7 3 3 3 binary edge classiﬁcation adjacency matrix organized by node clusters
NNRMF [Tong and Lin, 2011] 3 3 7 3 3 3 binary edge/node classiﬁcation residual matrix
[Ding et al., 2012] 3 3 7 3 7 3 binary node classiﬁcation egonets
SCAN [Xu et al., 2007] 7 3 7 3 3 7 binary node classiﬁcation clustering with hub&outlier nodes
GSKELETONCLU [Sun et al., 2010] 3 3 7 3 7 3 binary node classiﬁcation clustering with hub&outlier nodes
SUBDUE [Noble and Cook, 2003] 7 3 3 7 7 7 substructure anomaly score 2 N graph substructures
SUBDUE [Noble and Cook, 2003] 7 3 3 7 7 7 [0;1] subgraph anomaly score subgraphs
SUBDUE [Eberle and Holder, 2007] 7 3 3 7 7 7 [0;¥] subgraph anomaly score modiﬁed subgraphs
[Liu et al., 2005] 7 3 3 7 7 7 binary graph classiﬁcation graphs with traced-back crashing points
CODA [Gao et al., 2010a] 3 3 3 7 3 7 binary node classiﬁcation graph clustering with community outlier nodes
GOUTRANK [M¨ uller et al., 2013] 7 3 3 7 3 7 [0;¥] node anomaly scores subspace clustering and outlier nodes22 Leman Akoglu et al.
3 Anomaly Detection in Dynamic Graphs
3.1 Overview: Event Detection in Time Series of Data Points
In the literature, there is abundance of work on event detection on data series: sta-
tistical quality control [Montgomery, 1997]; the famous auto-regressive moving av-
erage model used for predictions [Box and Jenkins, 1990]; a drift detection method
[Gama et al., 2004]; a chart-based approach for monitoring temporal, medical data
[Grigg et al., 2003]; change detection in categorical data [Bay and Pazzani, 1999];
StreamKrimp, an MDL-based algorithm [Leeuwen and Siebes, 2008]; detection of
disease outbreaks [Wong et al., 2005]. A nice tutorial that covers event detection in
data series is [Neill and Wong, 2009], a survey on outlier detection for temporal data
is [Gupta et al., 2013], and an extension of the survey that includes techniques for
time series, data streams, graphs and spatio-temporal data is given in a very recently
published book [Gupta et al., 2014].
3.2 Event Detection in Time Series of Graph Data
…  … 
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This section provides an overview of the anomaly detection algorithms that have
been proposed for dynamic or time-evolving graphs (i.e. sequences of static graphs),
the evolution of which as well as their communities have been studied by several re-
search groups [Backstrom et al., 2006, Leskovec et al., 2005]. In addition, [Aggarwal
and Subbian, 2014] provides a comprehensive survey on evolutionary network anal-
ysis. The anomaly detection problem for dynamic graphs, which is the main focus of
our survey, is also known as temporal anomalous pattern detection, event detection,
change-point detection, and is commonly deﬁned as follows:
Deﬁnition 4 (Dynamic-Graph Anomaly Detection Problem)
Given a sequence of (plain or attributed) graphs,
Find (i) the timestamps that correspond to a change or event, as well as
(ii) the top-k nodes, edges, or parts of the graphs that contribute most to the
change (attribution).
Depending on the application domain, the requirements of the algorithms vary,
but among the most usual desired properties are:
– Scalability. As instructed by the size and volume of the graphs that are produced
daily, ideally, the algorithms should be linear or sub-linear on the size of the
input graphs. In the dynamic setting, an additional, desired property is that the
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– Sensitivity to structural and contextual changes. The anomaly detection methods
should be able to discern structural differences between the input graphs under
comparison (e.g., missing/new edges, missing/new nodes, changes in the weights
of the edges), as well as changes in other properties of the graphs, such as labels
of the nodes or edges.
– Importance-of-change awareness. The algorithms should be sensible to the type
and extent of change. Changes in “important” nodes, edges or other graph at-
tributes should result in greater anomaly scores, than changes in less important
structures.
A brief overview of the anomaly detection algorithms for time-evolving graphs is
given in [Bilgin and Yener, 2008]. However, the abundance of time-evolving graphs
in the recent years has led to increasing interest in them, and subsequently new re-
search has been carried out in this area. In the following subsections, we classify the
dynamic graph anomaly detection algorithms based on the type of “graph summary”
or “footprint” they use, and the type of events they detect: (i) feature-based (e.g.
nodes, edges, edge weights), (ii) decomposition-based, (iii) community or clustering-
based, and (iv) window-based.
3.2.1 Feature based events
Mainidea:Thekeyideabehindthefeature-basedmethodsisthatsimilargraphsprob-
ably share certain properties, such as degree distribution, diameter, eigenvalues[Kang
etal.,2011b][Watts,1999].Thegeneralapproachindetectinganomaloustimestamps
in the evolution of dynamic graphs can be summarized in the following steps:
– Extract a “good summary” from each snapshot of the input graph.
– Compare consecutive graphs using a distance –or equivalently, similarity– func-
tion. A nice survey on similarity measures is given in [Cha, 2007].
– When the distance is greater than a manually or automatically deﬁned threshold
(or conversely, the similarity is smaller than a threshold), characterize the corre-
sponding snapshot as anomalous.
When it comes to comparing consecutive graphs, there is no deﬁnite answer
about the graph features that one should compare among the various timestamps.
The novelty of each proposed algorithm lies in the “graph summary” it constructs,
the distance/similarity function it uses, as well as the way it deﬁnes and chooses the
threshold to ﬂag an instance as anomaly. The majority of feature-extraction-based
algorithms derive just a similarity score between two input graphs, without doing at-
tribution; in other words, the algorithms usually cannot detect the nodes or regions of
the graphs that changed most.
Approaches: [Shoubridge et al., 2002] and [Bunke et al., 2006b] propose several
“graph footprints” and metrics for monitoring communication networks:
 Maximum Common Subgraph (MCS) distance of the adjacency or the “2-hop”
matrices (=square of adjacency matrix),
 error correcting graph matching distance [Shoubridge et al., 1999], which refers
to the number of edit operations needed to convert a graph to another, and the
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 Graph Edit Distance (GED), which is a simpliﬁcation of the previous distance,
where only topological changes are allowed (i.e., no changes in edge weights),
 Hamming distance for the adjacency matrices of the graphs, which essentially
counts the number of different entries in the matrices,
 variations of edge-weight distances,
 l-distance of the adjacency, the “2-hop”, or Laplacian matrices, which is de-
ﬁned as the differences in the whole graph spectra, or the top-k eigenvalues of the
respective matrices. [Peabody, 2003] also proposes the l-distance of the Normal-
ized Laplacian matrices.
At this point, it is worth mentioning that although we consider l-distance
a graph-feature-based anomaly detection technique, it can be also classiﬁed as
decomposition-based technique, since the extraction of the eigenvalues of a matrix
is done by its decomposition (SVD [Golub and Van Loan, 1996], PCA [Pearson,
1901], LSI [Deerwester et al., 1990], CUR [Drineas et al., 2006]).
[Shoubridge et al., 2002] and [Bunke et al., 2006b] use the metrics for tracking
sudden changes in communication networks for performance monitoring. The best
approaches, in terms of change awareness, are the GED and MCS, both of which are
NP-complete, but the former approach can be simpliﬁed given the application and it
becomes linear on the number of nodes and edges in the graphs. In [Shoubridge et al.,
2002], the graph symmetric difference and difference in the vertex neighborhood
subgraphs are proposed for change attribution.
The authors in [Bunke et al., 2006b] also go beyond the simple features, such as
nodes, edges and weights, and introduce also more complex graph distance functions;
the modality distance is deﬁned as the Euclidean distance between the Perron vectors
of the input graphs. Moreover, the authors propose the median graph distance; the
median graph was ﬁrst introduced by [Dickinson et al., 2002], and it is the graph that
minimizes the sum of the edit distances to all the graphs in the sequence.
Two variations of GED with simple and non-linear cost functions for the allowed
operations, which also accommodate the weights of the input graphs is given in
[Kapsabelis et al., 2007], and used for accurate monitoring of dynamic computer
networks. More details about the graph edit distance can be found in the survey [Gao
et al., 2010b].
In Bunke et al. [2006a], the authors do not only compute the distances between
consecutive graph instances, but all the pairwise distances (GED), and then apply an
ofﬂine multidimensional scaling (MDS) procedure; each graph is represented by a
point in the 2d-plane, and the distances between the points reﬂect their structural dis-
tances. This way the authors provide a nice, graphical representation of the changes
that occur in a time-evolving graph; points that deviate from the mass of points cor-
respond to anomalous timestamps or events.
[Gaston et al., 2006] detect abnormal changes in time-evolving communication
graphs using the diameter distance – i.e., the difference in the graph diameter – which
is deﬁned as the greatest of the longest shortest paths for all vertices.
One of the early works in this category was conducted by [Pincombe, 2005]. The
mainideaofthisworkistoextractasinglefeaturefromeachgraphinstance,andthen,
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the resulting time series of the feature distances is modeled as an auto-regressive
moving average process (ARMA) [Box and Jenkins, 1990], and the residuals (devia-
tions from the model) are evaluated. The instances whose residuals exceed a thresh-
old are considered anomalous. Brieﬂy, ARMA is a model for describing time series
by using two polynomials (the ﬁrst for auto-regression, the second for moving aver-
age); it is widely used for predicting values in time series. Among the 10 metrics that
Pincombe used – weight, maximum common subgraph (MCS) weight/edge/vertex,
graph/median edit, modality, diameter, entropy, spectral distance –, the MCS edge,
MCS vertex, edit, median and entropy were able to detect the anomalies that were
introduced in a time-evolving IP trafﬁc dataset. Recently, another work that detects
anomalies in time series (not graph data), was introduced by Zhu and Sastry [Zhu
and Sastry, 2011]. Their approach uses a General Likelihood Ratio (GLR) test based
on Kalman ﬁlter for estimating the parameters of Auto-regressive Integrated Moving
Average (ARIMA). The main insight remains the same; the detection of anomalies is
based on the residuals of the ﬁlter, but in this case the monitoring of the residuals is
done with the GLR test. Since this work is not used on graph data, we do not elabo-
rate more here; however, it appears to be a nice alternative for the approach used in
[Pincombe, 2005].
Along the same lines, the authors in [Papadimitriou et al., 2008] introduce ﬁve
graph similarity functions for directed, time-evolving web graphs: vertex/edge over-
lap similarity, vertex ranking, vertex/edge vector similarity, sequence similarity, and
signature similarity. Among these metrics, the one that performs best in terms of
change detection in web graphs is the Signature Similarity (SS), which is based on
the SimHash algorithm. This algorithm uses as features the nodes and edges of the
input graphs, weighted appropriately by their PageRank.
[Berlingerio et al., 2012] use a graph similarity approach for discontinuity detec-
tion in daily instances of social networks. In a nutshell, NETSIMILE consists of three
phases: (i) Feature Extraction. The focus is on local and egonet-based features (e.g.,
number of neighbors, clustering coefﬁcient, average of neighbors’ degrees); (ii) Fea-
ture Aggregation. The nodefeatures matrix of the ﬁrst phase is converted to a single
“signature” vector that consists of the median, mean, standard deviation, skewness
and kurtosis of each extracted feature over all the nodes in the graph; (iii) Compar-
ison. The signature vectors are compared using the Canberra Distance, and a single
similarity score is produced for consecutive timestamps of the graph sequence. The
days that have low similarity score with the surrounding days are characterized as
anomalous.
Another recent work, [Koutra et al., 2013b], proposes a complex graph-feature-
basedsimilarityapproach, DELTACON,fordiscontinuitydetection,whichenjoyssev-
eral desired properties. The intuition behind the method is to compare the pairwise
node afﬁnities of consecutive snapshots of the graph sequence. These node afﬁni-
ties are computed in this work by a fast variant of Belief Propagation [Koutra et al.,
2011]. The matrices of pairwise node similarity matrices are then compared using
the Matusita Distance (which is related to the Euclidean Distance), and the distance
is ﬁnally transformed to similarity. A faster algorithm that avoids computing all the
pairwise similarity scores is also proposed, and it is based on the idea of ﬁnding the
similarity of all the graph nodes to non-overlapping groups of nodes (instead of each26 Leman Akoglu et al.
node individually). Once the time series of the consecutive-graph similarities is ob-
tained, Quality Control with Individual Moving Range [Montgomery, 1997] is used
to spot the anomalous daily ENRON-graph instances.
In contrast to the most of the previous works that detect anomalous graph in-
stances, the following algorithms spot anomalous nodes in a graph sequence.
The key idea in [Akoglu and Faloutsos, 2010] is the following: A node is anoma-
lous at some time frame, if its “behavior” deviates from its past “normal behavior”.
The authors build the “behavior” of the nodes by extracting various egonet node fea-
tures (e.g., weighted and unweighted in- and out-degree, number of neighbors, num-
ber of triangles) from each snapshot of the graph sequence, and create a correlation
matrix of node “behaviors” at each time window using Pearson’s correlation coefﬁ-
cient. For each correlation matrix (one per time window), the principal eigenvector,
which has one entry per node, is computed. By placing all the corresponding entries
of the eigenvectors in a vector, the “eigen-behavior” vector of each node is obtained,
and compared against its typical “eigen-behavior”, which is found by using averaging
in the past time windows or SVD. The similarity between the “behaviors” is evalu-
ated using the Euclidean dot-product. For low similarity between a node’s “behavior”
and its past “behaviors”, the corresponding time window is reported as anomalous.
Last but not least, the work of [Rossi et al., 2012] builds on top of ROLX [Hen-
derson et al., 2012] –an NMF and MDL-based role extraction algorithm– to develop
an algorithm that recursively extracts structural global and node features, and deter-
mine the nodes’ roles (e.g., centers of stars, bridge nodes) over time. The authors
use the method for understanding and tracking the network dynamics and evolution,
but propose comparing the obtained node feature vectors over time in order to de-
tect anomalous patterns. Another similar approach, DBMM [Rossi et al., 2013], that
builds on top of ROLX combines feature extraction, matrix decomposition, and a
window-based analysis to model the node behavior in temporal graphs, predict future
behaviors and spot anomalies. First, the NMF and MDL-based role extraction algo-
rithmcomputesthenodegroupmemberships.Then,bytakingintoaccountk previous
timesteps,aroletransitionmodelpernodeisgenerated.Theapproachdoesnotdetect
anomalous graph instances, but anomalous nodes per time step in decreasing order of
anomalousness; the anomaly score of each node is deﬁned as the difference between
its estimated and true mixed membership.
3.2.2 Decomposition based events
Main idea: The decomposition-based approaches detect temporal anomalies by re-
sorting to matrix or tensor decomposition of the time-evolving graphs, and interpret-
ing appropriately selected eigenvectors, eigenvalues or singular values. The methods
can be divided in two categories based on the representation of the graphs: matrices
vs. tensors.
Approaches: We will ﬁrst discuss the matrix-oriented approaches. These include the
l-distance [Bunke et al., 2006b, Peabody, 2003, Shoubridge et al., 2002], and the
algorithms proposed in [Akoglu and Faloutsos, 2010] and [Rossi et al., 2013] that
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ated by SVD, eigenvalue decomposition or NMF, and, thus, can be also classiﬁed as
decomposition-based anomaly detection techniques.
An additional work that handles each graph in the sequence separately by its ma-
trix representation is [Id´ e and Kashima, 2004] (also window-based approach), which
aims at monitoring multi-tier Web-based systems. Conceptually, the method ﬁrst ex-
tracts the principal eigenvector from the adjacency matrix of each graph; this is re-
ferred to as activity vector. Then, by applying SVD on the matrix that consists of the
past activity vectors in a time window w, the typical activity vector is found, and the
similarity between the current and typical activity vectors is computed as the cosine
of the angle between them. The next step of the algorithm is to deﬁne the parameters
of the von Mises-Fisher probability distribution Fisher et al. [1993] of the anomaly
metric, and the threshold for characterizing a graph as anomalous or normal; the lat-
ter is found using an online algorithm. It is worth mentioning that the activity vector
per node enables attribution, i.e. detection of the individual nodes that contributed
most to the change in a particular graph instance. Based on [Id´ e and Kashima, 2004],
the authors in [Ishibashi et al., 2010] detect uncommon trafﬁc patterns in commu-
nication graphs. The novelty of their approach lies in the way the adjacency matrix
of the network is created: instead of encoding the connectivity/communication pat-
terns between the hosts, the cells hold the similarity between them, a property that is
computed based on the overlap between their destination hosts.
SVD is not the only tool used by the decomposition-based detection algorithms.
On the contrary, the last decade, several improvements on SVD have been proposed,
including the CUR matrix approximation [Drineas et al., 2006], the Compact Ma-
trix Decomposition (CMD) [Sun et al., 2008], and Colibri-S [Tong et al., 2008]. A
pictorial comparison of the four methods is given in Fig. 3. Given a set of 2-d data
points, SVD constructs an optimal subspace using all the data points (full circles);
CUR samples data points allowing for duplicates and linear redundancy (full circles),
and approximates the original points based on them. CMD improves on CUR by sam-
pling without substitution, while Colibri-S also guarantees that no linear redundancy
exists in the sampled data points. Table 3 provides a qualitative comparison of the
four approaches. Although SVD is optimal in both norm-2 and Frobenius norm, it is
inefﬁcient time and space-wise. Moreover, the singular vectors do not have an intu-
itive interpretation since they describe the data in a rotated space, and the SVD of a
matrix cannot be readily updated for dynamic or streaming graphs. CUR and CMD
are much more efﬁcient than SVD, and highly interpretable. Finally, Colibri-S is even
more efﬁcient in time and space, inherits the previous methods’ interpretability, and
additionally provides for efﬁcient updates for dynamic graphs.
CMD [Sun et al., 2008] has been applied for anomaly detection in dynamic
graphs: the low-rank approximations of the sparse input graphs are used as their sum-
maries. The reconstruction error of each graph from its summary is tracked over time,
and, if it changes signiﬁcantly at some time tick, the corresponding graph is deemed
as anomalous.
Now we move on to the second category of decomposition-based event detection
methods, which use tensors instead of matrices for the representation of the graphs.
Streaming Tensor Analysis (STA) [Sun et al., 2006] is applied for anomaly detection
to a computer network described by a source-destination-port graph. The authors in-28 Leman Akoglu et al.
Fig. 3 Illustration of qualitative differences between matrix decompositions used for anomaly detection in
dynamic graphs.
Table 3 Qualitative comparison of matrix decomposition methods: SVD, CUR, CMD, Colibri-S.
SVD CUR/CMD Colibri-S
Quality 3 3 3
Efﬁciency 7 3 3
Interpretation 7 3 3
Dynamic Graphs 7 7 3
troduce the tensor data structure, instead of a simple matrix, because they describe the
networks with more entities than just source and destination. Similarly to [Sun et al.,
2008], the main idea behind the proposed algorithm is to decompose the stream of
tensors into projection matrices (one for each mode of the tensor), and incrementally
update the latter matrices over time. If the incremental update leads at some point to
high reconstruction error, then the tensor of that time stamp is considered anomalous.
More recently, three more tensor-based approaches were proposed by [Koutra
et al., 2012], [Papalexakis et al., 2012], and [Araujo et al., 2014]. The ﬁrst work sim-
ply uses the PARAFAC tensor decomposition; the second develops a fast, sampling-
based, parallelizable decomposition algorithm for sparse tensors; the third, COM2,
relies on tensor decomposition (PARAFAC) to obtain scores for time-evolving com-
munities, and then applies MDL to ﬁnd the “important” communities, and control
their expansion (community size). In all three papers, for temporal anomaly detec-
tion, the ﬁrst two dimensions of the tensors hold the information of the adjacency
matrix, additional dimensions are used for attributes or extra entities, and the last di-
mension corresponds to the time. The detection of outlier groups of nodes at speciﬁc
time stamps consists of observing different than ’usual’ behavioral patterns in the
factors of the decomposition (e.g. sudden increase in the interactions between nodes,
bursty or bot-like behavior).
3.2.3 Community/Cluster based events
Main idea: The main idea of the community or clustering-based approaches is, in-
stead of monitoring the changes in the whole network, to monitor graph communities
or clusters over time and report an event when there is structural or contextual change
in any of them.
Approaches:Beingabuildingblockformanyapplications,clustering,andtherelated,
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in the data mining and theory communities: METIS [Karypis and Kumar, 1995],
one of the ﬁrst partitioning algorithms that were developed, followed by its parallel
implementation ParMETIS [Karypis and Kumar, 1996]; frequent subgraph mining
[Kuramochi and Karypis, 2001]; spectral clustering [Ng et al., 2001, Shi and Malik,
1997]; evolutionary clustering [Chakrabarti et al., 2006]; the Newman’s algorithms
for community detection in complex systems [Newman and Girvan, 2004],[New-
man, 2004],[Newman, 2006]; co-clustering for concurrent clustering of the rows
and the columns of the adjacency matrix of a graph [Chakrabarti, 2004, Dhillon
et al., 2003], and its distributed variants [Papadimitriou and Sun, 2008]; dynamic
community detection algorithms Tantipathananandh and Berger-Wolf [2009, 2011],
Tantipathananandh et al. [2007], and empirical comparison of methods for network
community detection [Leskovec et al., 2010].
GRAPHSCOPE [Sun et al., 2007a] is an MDL-based, parameter-free algorithm for
discovering node partitions in streaming, directed, bipartite graphs, and monitoring
their evolution over time in order to detect events or changes. The partitions consist
of “similar” nodes in the sense that splitting a partition leads to higher encoding cost
of the adjacency matrix. The algorithm iteratively searches for the best source and
destination partitions in each graph snapshot, until further partitioning does not lead
to additional decrease of the encoding cost. Then, “similar” snapshots are merged
into a segment and compressed together; on the other hand, “dissimilar” consecutive
snapshots lead to the creation of a new segment, and declaration of a change-point.
A closely related tensor and MDL-based approach is COM2 [Araujo et al., 2014],
which tracks “important” communities over time, as described in Sec. 3.2.2. Another
approach that also uses node partitioning in order to identify structural anomalies in
streaming graphs is GOUTLIER [Aggarwal et al., 2011], where the focus is on undi-
rected, unipartite graphs. A reservoir sampling method is applied to create several
node partitions and develop a structural edge generation model per partition, which
describes the likelihood ﬁt of an edge. Each edge in the incoming graph is charac-
terized by its composite likelihood ﬁt, which is deﬁned as its median likelihood ﬁt
across all node partitions. Then, the graph’s outlier score is represented by the ge-
ometric mean of all the composite edge likelihood ﬁts, and the graph is reported as
anomalous if its score is t standard deviations below the average outlier score of the
graphs seen so far.
A slightly different approach than the ones described above is the Bayesian
anomaly detection method presented in [Heard et al., 2010]. The authors focus on de-
tecting anomalous regions in social networks using a two-stage Bayesian approach.
At the ﬁrst step of the method, the anomalousness of each edge is computed by mod-
eling the interactions between each pair of nodes as a counting process. Also, at every
graph instance, a p-value –based on the Bayesian learning of the count distributions–
is calculated for every existent edge and used in order to decide whether it is anoma-
lous or not. The algorithm treats the graph sequence as a stream; it detects changes in
the new graphs based on the history (sequential analysis), but also updates the history
in light of the new instance (retrospective analysis). This step bears similarities with
the methodology followed in [Aggarwal et al., 2011]. However, the second and last
step of the approach in [Heard et al., 2010] is different; it essentially applies cluster-30 Leman Akoglu et al.
ing techniques on the small subgraph consisting of the anomalous nodes and edges
of the ﬁrst step, so that locally anomaly regions are discovered.
A probabilistic modeling approach to change-point detection proposed in [Peel
and Clauset, 2014] uses the generalized hierarchical random graphs (GHRG) to
model the community structure of real-world networks. The GHRC model decom-
poses the nodes of the graph into a collection of nested groups, the relationships of
which are represented by a dendogram. This representation captures the community
structure at all scales. The change-points are identiﬁed by signiﬁcant changes in the
parameters of the ﬁtted model through a generalized likelihood ratio test.
Finally, [Gupta et al., 2012] introduce the novel problem of detecting nodes
which, over time, behave differently from the rest community members; those nodes
are called evolutionary community outliers. The approach, ECOUTLIER, consists
of two parts: matching the time-evolving communities (which are detected in each
graph instance by applying state-of-the-art techniques), and detecting the evolution-
ary community outliers. To solve the problem, an optimization framework that ap-
plies a coordinated descent algorithm is used to match the communities over time by
appropriately weighting the contribution of the outlier nodes. It operates on pairs of
consecutive timestamps of graphs, and returns a ranked list of community outliers.
3.2.4 Window based events
Main idea: The last category of time-evolving graph anomaly detection algorithms
encompasses methods that are bound to a time window in order to spot anomalous
patterns and behaviors in the input graph sequence. Essentially, a number of previ-
ous instances are used to model the “normal” behavior, and the incoming graph is
compared against those in order to characterize it as normal or anomalous.
Approaches: In [Priebe et al., 2005], the authors apply scan statistics (as well known
as “moving window analysis”) to detect graph snapshots that have unusually high
connectivity compared to the past. In general, scan statistics are used for detecting
clusters of events in time and space [Glaz, 2007, Kulldorff, 1997, Naus, 1982]. Essen-
tially, a local statistic is computed for each time window, and the maximum statistic
within each window is called scan statistic; if the scan statistic exceeds a threshold,
the corresponding time frame is deemed outlier. In this work, the locality statistic
used on the disjoint, weekly snapshots of the ENRON who-emails-whom graph is
the number of edges in the k-step neighborhood of each node, where k = 0;1;2.
This work is followed by a similar, scan-statistics-based approach in [Neil, 2011],
where model-based locality statistics are computed in paths and stars, instead of k-
step neighborhoods. The method aims at spotting anomalies in computer networks,
and the considered shapes are motivated by hacker attacks seen in real networks.
More recently, [Mongiovi et al., 2013] tackled the problem of detecting contigu-
ous regions in graphs that are anomalous over time by relating it to the NP-hard
problem of ﬁnding the Heaviest Dynamic Subgraph (HDS). For each weighted graph
in the input sequence, the anomalousness of each edge is computed as its statisti-
cal p-value using the empirical distribution of the edge weights; lower p-value cor-
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approximately the HDS problem, alternates between the detection of the subgraph
that maximizes the anomaly score for a given interval (spatial), and the detection of
time interval that maximizes the score for a given subgraph (temporal). The output
of the method is the regions that are more anomalous than a user-deﬁned threshold.
An interesting connection is observed between this work and [Heard et al., 2010]; the
approach in the latter paper can be used to compute the anomaly score of each edge,
and then the algorithm in [Mongiovi et al., 2013] can be applied to detect regions that
demonstrate anomalous behaviors.
As mentioned in Sec. 3.2.2, the method described in [Id´ e and Kashima, 2004] can
also be considered window-based, as the current activity of each node is compared
against its activity in the past w time ticks. Similarly, [Rossi et al., 2013] belongs
to this category as well, since it models the role transitions of the nodes by taking
into account the transitions from a number of previous time steps. In addition, the
probabilistic graph model ﬁtting approach by [Peel and Clauset, 2014] of Sec. 3.2.3
is also a window-based one, where the generalized likelihood ratio test is applied
over a sliding window of ﬁxed length w to detect if any changes have occurred with
respect to the ﬁtted model.
3.3 Discussion
In the previous sections, we review the works in the literature that deal with the
problem of graph anomaly detection over time. No matter which type of events are
detected,thenotionofgraphorsubgraph/community/clustersimilarityusuallycomes
into play at some step of the algorithms. Although the material that follows is not
speciﬁcally designed for graph anomaly detection, it is closely related to it, as it
gives alternative ways of computing the similarity between graphs, or, equivalently,
their adjacency matrices.
– Edit distance/graph isomorphism. One approach to graph comparison when
the correspondence between the nodes in not known is graph isomorphism. The
underlying idea is that two graphs are similar if they are isomorphic [Pelillo,
1999], or one is isomorphic to a subgraph of the other [Ullmann, 1976] [Char-
trand et al., 1998], or they have isomorphic subgraphs. The drawback of this ap-
proach is that the exact versions of the algorithms are exponential and, thus, not
readily applicable to the continuously increasing in size and volume graphs. The
graph edit distance [Bunke, 1999], which has been mentioned in Sec. 3.2.1, is a
generalization of the graph isomorphism problem.
– Iterative methods. The assumption behind the iterative methods is that “two
nodes are similar if their neighborhoods are also similar”. In each iteration, the
nodes exchange similarity scores and this process ends when convergence is
achieved. Several successful algorithms belong to this category: the similarity
ﬂooding algorithm [Melnik et al., 2002] applies in database schema matching;
SimRank [Jeh and Widom, 2002] measures the self-similarity of a graph, ie. it
assesses the similarities between all pairs of nodes in one graph; the algorithm
proposed by [Zager and Verghese, 2008] introduces the idea of coupling the sim-
ilarity scores of nodes and edges in order to compute the similarity between two32 Leman Akoglu et al.
graphs when the node correspondence is unknown. [Bayati et al., 2013] develop
two approximate sparse graph matching algorithms using message passing algo-
rithms, and speciﬁcally Belief Propagation. Finally, [Koutra et al., 2013a] design
an alternating projected gradient descent algorithm for efﬁciently aligning big
bipartite graphs by exploiting the structural properties of the input graphs.
– Feature Extraction. A number of graph similarity functions, which have been
used for graph clustering, classiﬁcation and applications other than change-point
detection, have been proposed in the literature. The research directions in this cat-
egory include: algebraic connectivity [Fiedler, 1973] [Wilson and Zhu, 2008]), a
spectral method that has been studied thoroughly; an SVM-based approach on
global feature vectors [Li et al., 2011a]; social networks similarity [Macindoe
and Richards, 2010] which is based on graph features that are of value from
the social viewpoint; computing edge curvatures under heat kernel embedding
[Elghawalby and Hancock, 2008]; comparison of the number of spanning trees
[Kelmans, 1976]; fast random walk graph kernel for unlabeled [Kang et al., 2012]
or labeled graphs [Kashima et al., 2003]; graph kernels [Vishwanathan et al.,
2010], which are used for computing the similarity between graphs (not nodes).
We should note that graph kernels cannot do attribution –i.e., detect the nodes that
contribute most to a change in the graph sequence.
As in Section 2, we close this section by comparing the dynamic-graph anomaly
detection algorithms qualitatively, as well as quantitatively in Table 4.
Choosing one of the algorithms presented in the previous sections for an anomaly
detection application is not an easy task nor is there a unique appropriate algorithm;
among the things that one should consider when choosing an algorithm are: the type
of application (e.g., trafﬁc, communication, computer network), the type of data at
hand (e.g., weighted, unweighted, attributed), whether the correspondence between
the nodes in consecutive graph snapshots is known or not, the time and parameter re-
quirements, as well as the target of the application (detection of anomalous graph in-
stance, subgraph, or node). Table 4 can help reﬁne the algorithms that can be applied
in each case. The reader should bear in mind that, in many cases, applying multiple
change-point detection techniques is meaningful, as it contributes to the discovery of
different types of anomalies.G
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Table 4 Qualitative and quantitative comparison of anomaly detection algorithms for dynamic graphs. The ﬁrst four columns refer to the type of input graphs (with or w/o
weights on the edges, with or w/o attributes (or labels) for the nodes); “Linear” holds true for those methods that have time complexity linear in the size of the input graphs
(and false otherwise); “Parameter-free” methods correspond to those that do not expect any user-speciﬁed input parameters (+: parameter can be set, but is not required);
“Output format” corresponds to the output type/format of the method (e.g. anomaly scores and their ranges); “Node corresp.” is true if the algorithm assumes that the
correspondence between the nodes of the graph sequence is known; “Attribution” holds true if the algorithm spots nodes/edges/regions of graph that are anomalous (and false
if it detects anomalous graph instances); and “Visualization” refers to the graphical means used –if any– to present the anomalous instances to the user (e.g., distribution
plots, graph with the anomalous nodes/edges annotated).
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MCS [Bunke et al., 2006b, Shoubridge et al., 2002] 3 3 3 7 7 3 [0;1] 7 7 consec. graph dist. scores
HD [Bunke et al., 2006b, Shoubridge et al., 2002] 3 3 3 7 3 3 [0;1] 7 7 consec. graph dist. scores
ECGM [Bunke et al., 2006b, Shoubridge et al., 1999, 2002] 3 3 3 7 7 3 [0;?) 7 7 consec. graph dist. scores
GED [Bunke et al., 2006b, Shoubridge et al., 2002] 3 7 3 7 3 3 [0;#nodes+#edges] 7 3 spy plot of graph difference
l-distance [Bunke et al., 2006b, Shoubridge et al., 2002] 3 3 3 7 7 3+ [0;¥) 3 7 consec. graph dist. scores
GED w [Kapsabelis et al., 2007] 3 3 3 7 3 3 [0;¥) 3 7 consec. ged scores
Diameter Distance [Gaston et al., 2006] 3 3 3 7 7 3 [0;¥) 3 7 consec. graph diameter distance
MDS [Bunke et al., 2006a] 3 7 3 7 7 7 pairwise dist. 3 7 MDS + consec. ged scores
VEO [Papadimitriou et al., 2008] 3 3 3 7 3 3+ [0;1] 3 7 consec. graph sim. scores
Vertex Ranking [Papadimitriou et al., 2008] 3 3 3 7 3 3+ [0;1] 3 7 consec. graph sim. scores
Vertex/Edge Vector Sim. [Papadimitriou et al., 2008] 3 3 3 7 3 3+ [0;1] 3 7 consec. graph sim. scores
Sequence Sim. [Papadimitriou et al., 2008] 3 3 3 7 3 3+ [0;1] 3 7 consec. graph sim. scores
Signature Sim. [Papadimitriou et al., 2008] 3 3 3 7 3 3+ [0;1] 3 7 consec. graph sim. scores
[Akoglu and Faloutsos, 2010] 7 3 3 7 7 3 Z-scores 3 3 node Z-scores
NETSIMILE [Berlingerio et al., 2012] 3 7 3 7 3 3 [0;1] 7 7 consec. graph sim.scores
DELTACON [Koutra et al., 2013b] 3 3 3 7 3 3+ [0;1] 3 7 consec. graph sim. scores
ROLE-DYNAMICS [Rossi et al., 2012] 3 3 3 3 3 3 role memberships 3 3 role memberships
DBMM [Rossi et al., 2013] 3 3 3 7 3 3 role memberships 3 3 role memberships
EIGEN-SPACE BASED [Id´ e and Kashima, 2004] 3 3 3 7 7 7 dissim. score [0;1] 3 3 sim. scores & activ. vector change
STA [Sun et al., 2006] 3 3 3 3 7 3+ reconstruction err. 3 3 reconstruction error
CMD [Sun et al., 2008] 3 3 3 7 7 3+ reconstruction err. (SSE) 3 3 reconstruction error
PARCUBE [Papalexakis et al., 2012] 3 3 3 3 7 3 factors 3 3 factors over time
GRAPHSCOPE [Sun et al., 2007a] 3 7 3 7 7 3 reordered mat. spy plot 3 3 encoding cost over time
COM2 [Araujo et al., 2014] 3 3 3 7 3 3 tensor decomp. 3 3 tensor decomp. over time
GOUTLIER [Aggarwal et al., 2011] 3 3 3 7 3 3 likelihood [0,1] 3 3 likelihood over time
BAYESIAN APPROACH [Heard et al., 2010] 3 3 3 3 7 7 p-values 3 3 predictive p-value
ECOUTLIER [Gupta et al., 2012] 3 3 3 7 3 7 community memberships 3 3 community memberships
SCAN STATISTICS [Priebe et al., 2005] 3 7 3 7 3 3 scan statistics 3 3 scan stat. & vertex scores
SCAN STATISTICS [Neil, 2011] 3 3 3 7 3 3 scores of regions 3 3 scan stat.
NETSPOT [Mongiovi et al., 2013] 7 3 3 7 3 7 scores of regions 3 3 scores of regions34 Leman Akoglu et al.
Concluding Remarks: Static & Dynamic Graph Anomaly Detection
Evaluation. To ﬁnalize Sections 2 and 3, we discuss evaluation methodologies of the
graph-based anomaly detection approaches that have been employed in the literature
thus far. Recall that ground truth data is often inexistent in the anomaly detection sce-
narios, thus, various methods in the literature have been evaluated in several different
ways which we describe next.
– Internal evaluation. This kind of evaluation mechanism uses the anomalousness
scores of objects assigned by a given method to statistically quantify their extrem-
ity, e.g. by computing their p-values under the empirical distribution of scores
of all objects. This evaluation is internal, since the scores are dependent on the
speciﬁc method and can be as diverse as likelihoods, compression costs, dis-
tances, etc., and may not necessarily directly tied with the external purpose of
the anomaly detection.
– Qualitative evaluation. Unlike the previous approach which is quantitative, qual-
itative evaluation employs informal procedures. One approach is to try to explain
away the detected anomalies through a story related to a real-world scenario. An-
other approach is to incorporate domain knowledge to exploit and make sense of
the detected anomalies. This latter methodology is often used in medicine, where
the anomalies may help in knowledge discovery and help with diagnosis.
– Synthetic graph generation. A mechanism that is well resorted to is synthetic
data generation. In graph-based anomaly detection, several methods create real-
istic graphs using graph generators such as preferential attachment Barab´ asi and
Albert [1999], Forest Fire Leskovec et al. [2005], random-typing graphs Akoglu
and Faloutsos [2009] (power-law graphs), and the Waxman (Internet AS topology
graphs) Medina et al. [2001] models. Often, the kind of anomalies are directly in-
jected to the synthetic graphs. Sometimes the graph structure can also be modiﬁed
by randomly rewiring edges or swapping node attributes. The methods are then
evaluated by their precision and recall in recovering the created anomalies. Syn-
thetic graphs also help with evaluating the behavior of the proposed methods,
such as their accuracy and scalability with changing graph characteristics, such
as size and degree-distribution.
– Anomaly injection. The injection of synthetic anomalies has been discussed
above. This is similar, only this time the anomalies are injected into the real-world
graphs. One challenge in this version of anomaly injection is that the evaluation
based on precision and recall becomes tricky, as it would be severe to call the
anomalies detected other than the injected ones as false positives, given that the
original graph may also contain same type of anomalies.
– Validation by external source. Another evaluation approach relies on multiple in-
formation sources that are consistent with each other in identifying the anomalies.
In such a setting, one or more sources are used for the actual anomaly detection
task. The detected anomalies are then tried to be validated or justiﬁed based on
the rest of the unused information sources. For example, one may only use the
graph structure to detect opinion spam and ﬁnd out fake reviewers, and then use
their temporal behavioral information, such as number of reviews written in a day,
to see if the detected reviewers also exhibit suspicious behavior.Graph based Anomaly Detection and Description: A Survey 35
Summary. Finally to summarize, we create Table 5 including the various methods
discussed this far under different categorization schemes such as static and dynamic,
and plain and attributed graphs. Interestingly, we were unable to ﬁnd any examples
of methods that aims to ﬁnd anomalies in dynamically changing attributed graphs.
We foresee that this would require novel deﬁnitions of anomalies in such a setting as
well as necessitate the identiﬁcation of real world scenarios in which such deﬁnitions
come alive. Moreover, we notice that methods on static graphs strictly either deal
with plain or attributed versions of graphs. It would be interesting to build methods
that can work with both; which apply to plain graphs but also can use side (attribute)
information if available. We classify those areas of research as open problems in our
categorization, and point them out as possible avenues for future exploration.
Table 5 Categorization of graph-based techniques discussed in Section 2 and 3.
Plain Attributed
Static
[Section 2.1] [Section 2.2]
AUTOPART [Chakrabarti, 2004] SUBDUE [Noble and Cook, 2003]
[Sun et al., 2005] [Liu et al., 2005]
SCAN [Xu et al., 2007] SUBDUE [Eberle and Holder, 2007]
ODDBALL [Akoglu et al., 2010] CODA [Gao et al., 2010a]
GSKELETONCLU [Sun et al., 2010] [Davis et al., 2011]
NRMF [Tong and Lin, 2011] GOUTRANK [M¨ uller et al., 2013]
[Ding et al., 2012] FOCUSCO [Perozzi et al., 2014]
NETRAY [Kang et al., 2014]
Open
Dynamic
[Section 3.2] [Section 3.2]
[Shoubridge et al., 1999] STA [Sun et al., 2006]
[Shoubridge et al., 2002] BAYESIAN APP. [Heard et al., 2010]
[Dickinson et al., 2002] ROLE-DYNAMICS [Rossi et al., 2012]
EIGENSPACE-BASED [Id´ e and Kashima, 2004] TENSORSPLAT [Koutra et al., 2012]*
SCAN STATISTICS[Pincombe, 2005] PARCUBE [Papalexakis et al., 2012]*
SCAN STAT. [Priebe et al., 2005] COM2 [Araujo et al., 2014]*
[Bunke et al., 2006b]
MDS Bunke et al. [2006a]
[Gaston et al., 2006]
GED W [Kapsabelis et al., 2007]
GRAPHSCOPE [Sun et al., 2007a] Many Open
[Papadimitriou et al., 2008] Challenges
[Akoglu and Faloutsos, 2010]
CMD [Sun et al., 2008]
[Ishibashi et al., 2010]
GOUTLIER [Aggarwal et al., 2011]
ECOUTLIER [Gupta et al., 2012]
NETSIMILE [Berlingerio et al., 2012]
DELTACON [Koutra et al., 2013b]
NETSPOT [Mongiovi et al., 2013]
DBMM [Rossi et al., 2013]
*: not applied in attributed graphs, but it is possible to admit labels/attributes.36 Leman Akoglu et al.
4 Graph-based Anomaly Description: Interpretation and Sense-making
Like many other real applications, the ground-truth for graph anomaly either does not
exist or is very difﬁcult or costly to obtain. Consequently, the end analysts often have
to spend much post-processing time to validate the detection results. For example,
accordingtoarecentDARPABAA5,itisestimatedthatanintelligenceagentcanonly
perform 60 initial reviews on average for the so-called insider threat detection. This,
coped with the facts that many graph anomaly detection algorithms (including insider
threat detection) still have a high false positive rate, makes it extremely challenging
and time consuming to identify at least one true positive in such applications. On the
other hand, it is usually much more persuasive for an ordinary user if the detection
algorithm can tell not only which instance is abnormal, but also why it looks so
different from the majority, normal examples.
To address these issues, graph anomaly attribution has been attracting more and
more research attention in the recent years. In this section, we will review two
main types of techniques. The ﬁrst group aims to make the detection of each in-
dividual instance more ‘interpretable’, which is usually done by encoding the so-
called interpretation-friendly properties into the traditional graph anomaly detection
algorithms. For this category, we will mainly use matrix-factorization based graph
anomaly approach as an example. The second group tries to answer the following
question. Given a set of initial suspects (e.g., the top ranked instances from a graph
anomaly detection algorithm), how can we ﬁnd and characterize the internal relation-
ship among them so that we can better understand the root cause of such anomalies?
For this category, we will introduce interactive graph querying and sense making.
Deﬁnition 5 (Graph-based Anomaly Description Problem)
Given a set of anomalies of graph entities (nodes and edges)
Interpret and explain the detection of the individual anomalies,
Find and characterize the associations among the anomalies.
4.1 Interpretation-friendly Graph Anomaly Detection
Main idea: Here, we consider the ﬁrst problem of how to make the detection of each
individualinstance(e.g.,nodes, edges)moreinterpretable.Themainidea istoencode
theso-calledinterpretationfriendlypropertyintothetraditionalgraphanomalydetec-
tion algorithms. We will present the matrix based graph anomaly detection methods.
Approaches: Suppose we have a bipartite graph (e.g., author-conference graph), and
we can represent it by its adjacency matrix A with the rows being authors, columns
being conferences and non-zero elements meaning the corresponding authors who
have published papers in the corresponding conferences. In the matrix-based graph
anomaly approaches, we start with factorizing the adjacency matrix as A = XY0+R.
In this factorization, the two low-rank matrices X and Y usually capture the ‘normal-
ity’ of the graphs (e.g., clusters, communities, etc); while the residual R measures the
deviation from such ‘normality’, and thus is often a good indicator of ‘anomaly’.
5 https://www.fbo.gov/utils/view?id=2f6289e99a0c04942bbd89ccf242fb4cGraph based Anomaly Detection and Description: A Survey 37
The different matrix-based graph anomaly detection approaches differ in the way
they get these matrices. SVD/PCA is one of the most popular choices, where the
columns of X and Y are the singular vectors (up to a scalar by the singular values)
of the original matrix A. While it is mathematically optimal in the sense that it min-
imizes the reconstruction error in both the L2 and the Frobenius norm, it is not nec-
essarily good for interpretation. We give two examples below to make such matrices
less abstract and therefore more interpretable/consumable to the end analysts.
First, note that the singular vectors are usually the linear combination of all the
columns/rows of the original adjacency matrix, which are not always easy for inter-
pretation. More recently, the so-called example-based low-rank approximations have
started to appear, such as CX/CUR [Drineas et al., 2006], CMD [Sun et al., 2007b]
and Colibri [Tong et al., 2008]. All of these methods use the actual columns and
rows of the adjacency matrix A to form X and Y. The beneﬁt is that they provide an
intuitive as well as sparse representation, since X and Y are directly sampled from
the original adjacency matrix. The cost of such kind of decomposition is that the ap-
proximation is often sub-optimal compared to SVD. We refer the readers to Section
3.2.2 for the detailed description of these methods. Also see Fig. 3 for a pictorial
comparison.
Another interpretation-friendly property that has been recognized widely in the
recent years is non-negativity since negative values are usually hard to interpret. Non-
negative matrix factorization (NMF) methods [Lee and Seung, 2000] which restrict
the entries in X and Y to be non-negative have attracted a lot of research attention. By
imposing such non-negativity constrains on the factorized matrices, NMF provides a
more interpretable way for data mining tasks, e.g., clustering, community detection,
etc. Note that although the NMF has been studied largely in the context of such
applications (e.g., clustering), we would expect that it is also beneﬁcial for graph
anomaly detection, since it helps improve the interpretation of graph normality.
Inthecontextofgraphanomalies,itisoftenthecasethatanomaliesongraphscor-
respond to some actual behaviors/activities of certain nodes. For instance, we might
ﬂag an IP source as a suspicious port-scanner if it sends packages to a lot of desti-
nations in an IP trafﬁc network [Sun et al., 2007b]; an IP address might be under the
DDoS (distributed denial-of-service) attack if it receives packages from many differ-
ent sources [Sun et al., 2007b]; a person is ﬂagged as ‘extremely multi-disciplinary’
if s/he publishes papers in many remotely related ﬁelds in an author-conference net-
work [Akoglu et al., 2010]; in certain collusion-type of fraud in ﬁnancial transaction
network, a group of users always give good ratings to another group of users in or-
der to artiﬁcially boost the reputation of the target group [Chau et al., 2006], etc. If
we map such behaviors/activities (e.g., ‘sends/receives packages’, ‘publishes papers’,
‘gives good ratings’, etc) to the language of matrix factorization, it also suggests that
the corresponding entries in the residual matrix R should be non-negative. In order to
capture such activities, non-negative residual matrix factorization (NrMF) has been
proposed in [Tong and Lin, 2011, 2012], which explicitly requires those elements
in the residual matrix R to be non-negative if they correspond to actual links in the
original graphs. This in turn highly adds to the ease of interpretation. Fig. 4 presents
a visual comparison between NrMF and the standard SVD on four typical graph
anomalies [Tong and Lin, 2011, 2012].38 Leman Akoglu et al.
Fig. 4 Visual Comparison between NrMF and SVD. For each type of graph anomalies, the ﬁrst column
is the adjacency matrix of the original graph, the second and third columns are the residual matrices by
NrMF and that by SVD, respectively.
Fig. 5 The main idea of interactive graph querying. The left, given a set of detected abnormal nodes (red
circles) from a given large graph (black). Right, the desired output which shows a concise summarization
of these abnormal nodes (e.g., how they are further grouped into a few clusters, how the abnormal nodes
within each group are linked to each other, etc).
For feature-based graph anomaly detection, visualization in the (sub)space of the
feature is also a very natural and powerful tool to improve the interpretation of graph
anomalies [Akoglu et al., 2010, Kang et al., 2014]. By making the abnormal graph
nodes ‘standing out’ in these low-dimensional plots, the end-user could have an intu-
itive understanding on which graph feature(s) makes them different from normal.
4.2 Finding the Root-Cause of Anomalies: Interactive Graph Querying
Main idea: Next, we consider the second problem of ﬁnding and characterizing the
internal relationships among the anomalies so that we can better understand the root
cause of such anomalies. We will introduce interactive graph querying. The main idea
is to ﬁnd a concise context where detected graph anomalies are linked to each other
(See Fig. 5 for an illustration). Note that while extremely useful in graph anomaly
detection, these techniques themselves have a much broad applicability.
Approaches: Connection subgraphs is one of the earliest works along this line, which
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from a source node to a target node [Faloutsos et al., 2004]. The original method in
[Faloutsos et al., 2004] is based on the so-called delivered current. By interpreting
the graph as an electric network, applying +1 voltage to one query node and setting
the other query node 0 voltage, it aims to choose the subgraph which delivers maxi-
mum current between the query nodes. [Koren et al., 2006] propose using cycle-free
effective conductance based method for this problem by only considering the top-
k simple (i.e., cycle-free) paths from the source to the target. [Ramakrishnan et al.,
2005] further apply the delivered current based method to multi-relational graphs.
Note that in all these works, they deal with pairwise source-target queries. Center-
Piece Subgraphs (CEPS) [Tong and Faloutsos, 2006] generalizes this by considering
the following settings: Given Q query nodes in a social network (e.g., a set of top-
ranked authors in a co-authorship network), ﬁnd the node(s) and the resulting sub-
graph, that have strong connections to all or most of the Q query nodes. This pro-
vides an intuitive tool to identify the potential root cause of graph anomaly detection
results. For example, in the context of law enforcement, given a set of initial suspects,
we may want to ﬁnd other persons who have strong connections to all or most of the
existing suspects, who might be the master criminal mind. The discovered path(s) in
the resulting subgraph also provides an intuitive explanation on how/why the master
mind connects to the individual suspects.
All the above works we have introduced in this subsection so far, assume, explic-
itly or implicitly, some speciﬁc connectivity structure among the query nodes. CePS
provides certain degree of ﬂexibility by allowing the so-called k-SoftAnd, where we
only require the center-piece nodes to have strong connections to k-out-of-Q query
nodes. But the end users still need to specify such a parameter k which is not nec-
essarily an easy task for applications like graph anomaly detection. To address this
issue, DOT2DOT [Akoglu et al., 2013b, Chau et al., 2012] proposes to ﬁnd ‘right
connections’, that is, given a set of query nodes (e.g., the top-k ranked nodes in graph
anomaly detection), it groups them into one or more groups and within each group, it
ﬁnds the simple connections to characterize the relationship within that group. This
problem itself is NP-Hard, and the authors propose efﬁcient parameter-free algo-
rithms to ﬁnd approximate solutions. In the example of top-k ranking list from some
graph anomaly detection algorithm, DOT2DOT not only automatically groups the de-
tected anomalies one or more groups and each group could correspond to a speciﬁc
type of anomalies; but also provides some explanations why they belong to the same
group and what is the possible root cause for that group of anomalies. Moreover, in
the case there is a false positive node in the top-k ranking list (e.g., a node which is far
away from all the other, true positive, nodes in the top-k ranking list) by automatically
treating it as a group by itself.40 Leman Akoglu et al.
5 Graph-based Anomaly Detection in Real-world Applications
…  … 
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Next we shift our focus to real-world fraud and spam sce-
narios. Several different techniques have been developed
for fraud and spam detection in many real world scenar-
ios including frequent pattern mining [Jindal et al., 2010],
behavioral monitoring [Fawcett and Provost, 1999], super-
vised learning [Phua et al., 2004], and so on. In this section,
we will motivate and focus on graph-based detection techniques for real-world ap-
plications and particularly highlight their advantages. However, the purpose of our
survey is not to suggest the superiority of graph-based techniques over other detec-
tion methodologies. Rather, we introduce the available tools focusing on those that
exploit graphs. It would be up to the application developers to carefully choose what
tools suit their needs best as different approaches may achieve different performances
depending on the application. For a general survey on various fraud detection tech-
niques, we refer the reader to [Bolton and Hand, 2002] and [Phua et al., 2010].
We highlight two main advantages of graph-based fraud detection techniques as
we discussed in Section 1; relational nature of the problem domain and adversar-
ial robustness. The former intuitively refers to the fact that fraud often occurs in
two different ways, (i) by word of mouth where the acquaintances of a fraudster can
be considered as more likely to also commit fraud, and (ii) by collaboration where
closelyrelatedpartiescometogethertocommitfraud.Inbothscenarios,therelational
“closeness” can be exploited with graph-based detection techniques. The latter, ro-
bustness to adversaries, relates to the difﬁculty imposed on the attacker to break the
detection method. One can think that the graph-based representation of the domain
in which fraud is committed is fully available only to the system administrators. In
other words, it is often the case that the fraudsters only have a limited view of the op-
erational graph in which they act. Therefore, it becomes harder for them to carefully
cover their traces so as to “ﬁt in” the global behavioral patterns of this graph.
In this part of the survey, we cover a wide range of applications including telecom
fraud [Cortes et al., 2002], auction fraud [Pandit et al., 2007], accounting fraud [Mc-
Glohon et al., 2009], securities fraud [Neville et al., 2005], opinion spam [Dai et al.,
2012, Wang et al., 2011a], trading fraud [Li et al., 2010], network intrusion [Ding
et al., 2012, Id´ e and Kashima, 2004], and Web spam and malware detection [Bec-
chetti et al., 2006, Bencz´ ur et al., 2005, Castillo et al., 2007, Gy¨ ongyi et al., 2004,
Kang et al., 2011a, Krishnan and Raj, 2006, Wu et al., 2006].
5.1 Anomalies in telecommunication networks
While there are many types of telecommunications fraud, one of the most prevalent
is known as the subscription fraud. In this type of fraud, the fraudster often acquires
an account using false identity with the intention of using the service for free and not
making any payments.
One of the earliest studies that proves the graph-based methods effective in
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linkage analysis together with temporal and calling volume information. In particu-
lar, they build and maintain subgraphs around each phone account which they name
as the “communities of interest” (COI) of the account. The COI mainly contains the
other phone accounts that are most related to the given account in terms of dynami-
cally weighted measures that consider the call quantity and durations between these
parties over time. Using these informative subgraphs updated daily, two discrimina-
tivepropertiesareobserved.Firstly,fraudulentphoneaccountsarefoundtobelinked;
fraudsters either directly call each other or they call the same phone numbers which
puts them in close proximity in the COIs. A second observation shows that it is pos-
sible to spot new fraudulent accounts by the similarity of their COIs to previously
ﬂagged fraudulent COIs—this is due to detected and disconnected fraudsters by the
phone operator creating new accounts and exhibiting similar calling habits, which are
effectively captured by their COIs.
These graph-based linking methods provide powerful machinery on top of previ-
ously used signature-based methods [Cortes and Pregibon, 2001, Cortes et al., 2000],
where few simple measures such as extensive late night activity and long call dura-
tions have been taken as indicators for fraudulent behavior.
5.2 Anomalies in auction networks
Auction sites such as eBay, uBid, bidz, and Yahoo! Shopping are attractive targets
for auction fraud, which constituted about 25% of the complaints to Federal Internet
Crime Complaint Center (IC3) in the U.S. in 2008 [Federal Bureau of Investigation
, FBI]. The majority of online auction fraud occurs as non-delivery fraud (33%),
where the seller fails to deliver/ship the purchased goods to the buyer.
[Chau et al., 2006] developed one of the very ﬁrst graph-based methods to spot
fraudsters committing auction fraud and showed the effectiveness of their method
on a large crawl of eBay data. The motivation to use graph-based methods in that
domain is the insufﬁcient solutions based on the individual’s features, such as age,
geo-location, login times, session history, etc. which are “easy” to fake. As we dis-
cussed earlier in this section, as well as in Section 1.1, the intuition is that as the
fraudsters have only a local view of the auction graph, it is “harder” for them to alter
their behavior and still be able to “ﬁt in” this graph at large without knowing all the
patterns of interactions.
The analysis of the fraudsters’ behavior reveals that in order to game the feedback
and reputation system, fraudster create additional accounts or “roles” called accom-
plices. Thus, fraudsters exhibit two roles:
– accomplice: trades with honest users, looks legitimate
– fraudster: trades with accomplices to “sell” (cheap) items and receive good feed-
back to boost reputation, and occasionally commits fraud with honest users when
reputation is high enough to convince them
Accomplices and fraudster do not necessarily interact among each other. More-
over, honest users trade among themselves as well as with accomplices that also look
like honest users. As such, there is quite a bit heterophily among the labels of neigh-
boringnodes:withfraudstersmostlylinkedtoaccomplicesandoccasionallytohonest42 Leman Akoglu et al.
users, accomplices linked to both fraudsters and honest users serving as middle-men,
and honest users mostly linked to other honest users and accomplices.
Using the insights of these interaction characteristics, [Pandit et al., 2007] devel-
oped a relational classiﬁcation model based on RMNs that can capture these complex
correlations (in particular heterophily) among the node labels (honest, accomplice,
fraudster), and used LBP for inference.
5.3 Anomalies in accounting networks
Accounting fraud involves the task of spotting high-risk accounts with suspicious
transactions behavior. Many existing techniques for detection rely on (noisy) domain
knowledge and rule-based signals, for example, based on large number of returns,
many late postings, round-dollar entries, etc.
Based on the insight that closely related accounts by their transaction relations
would be more likely to have the same labels (risky vs. non-risky), [McGlohon
et al., 2009] use relational classiﬁcation to detect accounting fraud. Here, unlike the
heterophily observation in [Chau et al., 2006], the homophily (auto-correlation) of
neighboring class labels is assumed. Similarly, a RMN representation is developed
and LBP is used for inference.
One of the representational powers of global joint models like RMNs, in addition
to their ability to capture complex correlations, is the fact that they can integrate prior
knowledge if available. In this particular application, the prior knowledge (probabil-
ity) of accounts being risky translates to prior belief potentials in the RMN repre-
sentation. In fact, [McGlohon et al., 2009] use the previously used (noisy) domain
knowledge based on rule-based ﬂags to estimate the prior beliefs. These beliefs are
then propagated in the network where some of them are corroborated and some may
be discarded. Their results showed that through this type of graph-based validation,
the detection (true positive) rate improved signiﬁcantly over the rule-based methods
for the same (small) false positive rate.
5.4 Anomalies in security networks
Relational learning has also been used in securities fraud detection where the task is
to spot securities brokers that are likely to commit fraud and other violations of secu-
rities regulations in the future. While previous methods used handcrafted rules based
on information intrinsic to the brokers such as the number and type of past violations,
[Neville et al., 2005] exploited relational information such as social, professional, and
organizational relationships (e.g. past co-worker) among the brokers. In fact, this is
one of the applications where the likelihood of committing fraud is highly dependent
on social phenomena: communicated and encouraged by word-of-mouth by people
who wish to commit fraud that relational methods are excellent at spotting.
In particular, [Neville et al., 2005] use a subgraph representation for each of the
securities brokers. Each subgraph includes, in addition to the target broker, various
types of other objects (e.g., ﬁrms, disclosures), as well as links that represent relation-
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ﬁling links of disclosures on the broker), and attributes on these objects and links.
They then learn relational probability trees [Neville et al., 2003] which exploits (ag-
gregated) relational features of those subgraphs to model the distribution of the class
labels, showing that the learned models rank brokers in a manner consistent with the
subjective ratings of experienced examiners, and better than handcrafted rules.
5.5 Anomalies in opinion networks: deception and fake reviews
Review sites such as Yelp, TripAdvisor, Amazon, etc., are attractive targets for opin-
ion spam. Opinion spam exhibits itself as hype or defame spam, where (often paid)
fraud reviewers write fake reviews to untruthfully boost or damage a vendor’s repu-
tation, respectively and cause unjust perception of the services by future customers.
This problem has been approached by three different methodologies, based on (i)
behavioral analysis [Feng et al., 2012b, Jindal and Liu, 2008, Jindal et al., 2010, Xie
et al., 2012], (ii) language stylometry analysis to spot deception [Feng et al., 2012a,
Ott et al., 2011], and (iii) relational analysis and network effects to exploit connec-
tions among fraudulent reviewers [Akoglu et al., 2013a, Wang et al., 2011a, 2012a].
More speciﬁcally, with respect to (i) and (ii), [Jindal and Liu, 2008, Jindal et al.,
2010] extract behavioral features such as review length, posting times, time order of
reviews (whether ﬁrst posted review or not), etc. in addition to rule-based mining
to spot suspicious reviewers. [Feng et al., 2012b] study the distributional patterns in
rating behaviors, while [Xie et al., 2012] focus on temporal reviewing behaviors to
detect fake review(er)s. As for language-based detection, [Ott et al., 2011] unearth
the excessive usage of superlatives, self-referencing, rate of misspell, and agreement
words in fake reviews as important clues.
Withrespecttograph-baseddetection(iii),[Wangetal.,2011a]developedaprop-
agation algorithm to capture the relationships between reviewers, reviews, and stores
(or products, services). The method deﬁnes a trustiness score for each reviewer, reli-
ability score for each store, and a honesty score for each review. These scores are de-
ﬁned in terms of one another: reviewer trustiness is a (non-linear) function of his/her
reviews’honestyscores,storereliabilityisafunctionofthetrustinessofthereviewers
writing reviews for it, and ﬁnally review honesty is a function of the reliability of the
store it is written for as well as the trustiness of the reviewers who have also written
reviews for the same store it was written for. The algorithm randomly initiates these
scores, and updates them iteratively until some convergence criterion is reached. This
is similar in design to the HITS algorithm by [Kleinberg, 1998] where the author-
itativeness and hubness scores of Web pages, which are deﬁned in terms of linear
functions of each other, are updated iteratively. On the other hand, the algorithm is
not guaranteed to converge, and cannot exploit extra knowledge such as textual clues
or behavioral information but is complementary to these previous methods.
Most recently, [Akoglu et al., 2013a] exploited relational classiﬁcation for opin-
ion spam detection. In particular, they developed a relational model based on RMNs
that can capture the correlations between reviewers and stores, and used LBP for in-
ference. One main difference from earlier network classiﬁcation based methods is the
signed nature of the opinion network, in which the reviewers are connected to stores44 Leman Akoglu et al.
(or products) with positive (+) or negative ( ) links that capture the sentiment of
their reviews (e.g., like/dislike). The signed links affect the label correlations: e.g.,
while a fraudulent reviewer is likely to link to a low-quality store with a   link (un-
justly boosting its reputation), it is less likely for him/her to link to a high-quality
store with a + link; although this latter case occurs where fraudulent users occasion-
ally write truthful reviews to camouﬂage their otherwise fraudulent activities, which
is accounted for in the RMN model.
5.6 Anomalies in ﬁnancial trading networks
[Li et al., 2010] use graph-based substructures and their efﬁcient detection to spot po-
tential fraudulent cases in trading networks. These cases consist of a group of traders
that trade among each other in certain ways so as to manipulate the stock market.
More speciﬁcally, the group of traders may perform transactions on a speciﬁc stock
among themselves for some amount of time during which the overall shares of the
target stock in their trading accounts increase and they end up producing a large vol-
ume of transactions on this stock. After the stock price goes up, these traders start
selling the acquired shares to the public producing excessive volume of transactions
to traders other than themselves.
These two different behaviors of a group of traders within consecutive time win-
dows are formulated in graph-based terms. In the former, in which excessive buying
of the stock occurs, the in-link weights are expected to be quite high (these are called
blackholepatterns),whileinthelattersellingstagetheout-linkweightshighlyexceed
in-links’ (these are called volcano patterns). These two fraudulent trading behaviors
are formally deﬁned and formulated in graph-theoretic terms, and efﬁcient algorithms
are developed to detect such patterns quickly in very large and dynamically changing
ﬁnancial trading networks.
5.7 Anomalies in the Web network: spam and malware
One suitable way to deﬁne Web spam is any attempt to get an unjustiﬁably favorable
relevance or importance score for some Web page, considering the page’s true value.
One of the main techniques in combating spam and malware on the Web has been to
use trust and distrust propagation over the graph structure. These techniques assume
that a link between two pages on the Web signiﬁes trust between them; i.e., a link
from page i to page j is a conveyance of trust from page i to page j. Moreover, if
the target page is known to be a spam page, then they consider the trust judgment of
the source page as invalid, in which case the source page is penalized for trusting an
untrustworthy page.
One of the earliest methods in improving the PageRank algorithm to combat Web
spam is TrustRank [Gy¨ ongyi et al., 2004], which employs the idea of propagating
trust from a set of highly trusted seed sites. Initially human experts select a list of
seed sites that are well-known and trustworthy on the Web. Each of these seed sites is
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scores to the descendants of these sites. The amount of trust decreases with distance
from the seed set and the number of outgoing links from a given site.
Anti-TrustRank [Krishnan and Raj, 2006] can be thought of as the dual of
TrustRank that performs propagation starting from known bad pages and propagate
distrust instead of trust. The intuition used in this work is that the pages pointing to
spam pages are very likely to be spam pages themselves. Anti-Trust is propagated in
the reverse direction along incoming links, starting from a seed set of spam pages.
[Wu et al., 2006] also point out several issues regarding TrustRank’s assumptions,
such as the fact that it looks at outgoing links and divides trust propagated to children
by their count, which causes two equally trusted pages (but with different number
of children) propagate different trust scores to their children. Moreover the children
accumulate trust by simply summing the trust scores from their parents. Instead, they
use different splitting and accumulation techniques. In addition, they employ both
trust and distrust propagation, and ﬁnally assign a weighted score of the two.
One of the main challenges of these methods discussed so far is that they all
expect a manually labeled seed set of good or bad pages. [Bencz´ ur et al., 2005]
propose a novel way to overcome this challenge and fully automate the process. Their
idea is to look at the distribution of PageRank scores of neighbors for each node (i.e.
Web page in the graph), which is expected to be power-law distributed given the
overall PageRank score distribution being power-law and the self-similarity of the
Web. For those nodes where the PageRank distribution of their neighbors deviate
signiﬁcantly from power-law, they assign a “penalty”. Similar to Anti-TrustRank, a
new PageRank biased by the penalty scores gives the Spam-Rank scores.
Link-based spam detection [Becchetti et al., 2006] looks at different graph-based
measures which are then used as features to train classiﬁcation models. The graph
features include PageRank, TrustRank scores, degree, assortativity (i.e. degree cor-
relation), fraction of reciprocal edges, average degree of neighbors, etc. These type
of link-based features are complementary to other techniques that use content-based
features, such as the number of words, number of hyperlinks, text redundancy, etc.
[Canali et al., 2011, Ntoulas et al., 2006], and content-free features, such as URL-
based-only host and lexical features [Ma et al., 2009].
The work called ‘Know your neighbors’ [Castillo et al., 2007] makes use of var-
ious types of features in tandem to learn classiﬁers and furthermore, use the graph
structure to “smooth” the classiﬁcation results. Main idea is to extract features that
are(a)link-based(edge-reciprocity,assortativity,TrustRankscore,ratioofTrustRank
to Pagerank, radius, neighborhood growth rate for increasing number of hops, etc.);
and (b) content-based (compression ratio, entropy of n-grams, etc.). Using these fea-
tures they learn classiﬁers (decision-trees) and then smooth the classiﬁer scores using
the graph structure. In particular, they use three different ways to exploit the Web
graph: (i) clustering where all the nodes in the same cluster is relabeled by the major-
ity of the initial labeling, (ii) random-walk-with-restart where probabilities are set to
normalized spamicity scores from the classiﬁer (similar to Anti-TrustRank), and (iii)
stacking where a set of extra features for each object are added to the classiﬁcation
over iterations by combining the predictions for the related objects in the graph (this
indeed is an ensemble method).46 Leman Akoglu et al.
5.8 Anomalies in social networks
Related to the previous section, another group of malware detection methods focuses
on social malware in social networks such as Facebook. Such malware is also called
socware. Socware consists of any posts appearing in one’s news feed in social media
platforms such as Facebook and Twitter that (i) lead the user to malicious sites that
compromise the user’s device, (ii) promise false rewards and make the user perform
certain tasks (e.g. ﬁlling out surveys) potentially for someone else’s beneﬁt, (iii) make
the user boost the reputation of certain pages by clicking or ‘liking’ them, (iv) make
the user redistribute (e.g., by sharing/re-posting), and so on.
Tocombatsocware,[Rahmanetal.,2012]proposeaclassiﬁcationframeworkthat
exploits “social-context-aware” features, such as message similarity of posts across
different users who shared (or made to share as in (iv) above) a particular post, the
size of the propagation of the post in the network, the total ‘like’ and comment counts
of other network users on the post, etc. in addition to other content-based features. In
another study, [Gao et al., 2012] perform online spam ﬁltering on social networks us-
ing incremental clustering, based on features that also include network-level features
such as sender’s degree and the interaction history between users. These methods
rely on learning classiﬁers based on collective feature sets (including graph-based
features). On the other hand, it would be interesting to see if unsupervised meth-
ods that directly focus on graph mining could help in identifying online socware, by
studying the propagation-based dissemination of socware in the network.
5.9 Anomalies in computer networks: cyber-attacks and intrusion
Most graph-based network intrusion detection methods focus on the dynamically
growing and changing nature of the network graph. In this graph, the nodes repre-
sent the agents in the networks, such as ad/ﬁle/directory servers and client nodes, and
edges represent their communications over the network (note that the edges may be
weighted, capturing volume or frequency). The insight behind tracking the dynamic
nature of the network graph is the assumption that the communication behavior of a
compute node would change when under attack.
There exist two main challenges associated with tracking large communications
networks and the necessity to consider their relational characteristics: (i) large num-
berofcomputenodesmakesitimpracticaltomonitorthemindividually,moreoverthe
behavior of the nodes may be dependent on each other and thus monitoring them in
isolation would bypass their correlations; (ii) large number of edges makes it imprac-
tical to study the highly dynamic time-series of communications volume in tandem.
For these reasons, [Id´ e and Kashima, 2004] monitor what is called the “activity”
vector of nodes. The activity score of a node is computed collectively; if a node links
to many active nodes, its activity score is high. With this deﬁnition, the activity vector
essentially becomes the principal eigenvector of the adjacency matrix that depicts the
communication graph. They track this vector over time by measuring the change in
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when to ﬂag a change as a signiﬁcant event. These events may correspond to network
attacks as well as failures and other network conﬁguration changes.
[Sun et al., 2008] exploit matrix decomposition to capture the norm of network
activity. They employ a sparse and efﬁcient (both in time and storage) method called
Compact Matrix Decomposition to decompose the adjacency matrix of the network
graph and use relative sum-square-error of reconstruction as a measure of change to
track over time for newcoming snapshots of the network graph. They observe that
this new measure of change detects events that total volume monitoring misses.
Another graph-based method [Ding et al., 2012] considers analysis of network
communities, as we discussed in Section 2.1. Simply reput, the idea is to moni-
tor cross-community communication behavior to spot network intrusion. Intuitively,
communications that cross community boundaries, considered as anti-social, are sus-
picious and can be treated as signal of attack. The ROC curves show that methods
based on this insight achieve over 90% accuracy in detection, however with a some-
what high false alarm rate of about 50% in ground-truth data with malicious attacks.
Finally, while not directly focusing on network intrusion, [Iliofotou et al., 2007,
2011] use graph based network trafﬁc representations, called trafﬁc dispersion
graphs, to analyze, monitor, visualize, and classify network trafﬁc.
6 Conclusions and Open Challenges
Summary. In this survey, our aim has been to provide a comprehensive overview
of graph-based techniques for anomaly, event, and fraud detection, as well as their
use for post-analysis and sense-making in explaining the detected abnormalities. Fol-
lowing our taxonomy in Figure 2, we surveyed quantitative detection and qualitative
explanation/attribution techniques as two main parts. The detection methods are fur-
ther categorized into three groups: (i) anomaly detection in static graphs; (ii) event
detection in dynamic graphs; and (iii) fraud detection in real-world scenarios. The
ﬁrst two groups (anomalies and events) consist of general abnormality deﬁnitions and
their detection techniques proposed mainly by the data mining community. The third
group (fraud scenarios) consists of specialized techniques for particular fraud types
as observed in the real world and mostly involve (machine) learning approaches.
Furthermore, the attribution techniques highlight graph-based tools for analysis, vi-
sualization, monitoring, exploration, and sense-making of the anomalies.
Conclusions. One of the main messages we aimed to convey has been the expres-
siveness of graphs in capturing real world phenomena, which makes them a very
powerful machinery for abnormality detection. In particular, we emphasized that (i)
data instances are often inter-dependent and exhibit long-range correlations, (ii) the
anomaly detection problem is often relational in nature (e.g., opportunistic or orga-
nized fraud), and (iii) robust, hard-to-circumvent machinery is essential in the arms
race with the attackers in fraud scenarios. As such, graphs prove to be effective in all
these aspects.
Our aim, however, is not to claim the superiority of graph-based methods over
other detection techniques. On the other hand, our goal is to highlight the advantages48 Leman Akoglu et al.
of graphs, and provide a comprehensive list of available algorithms and tools that ex-
ploit graphs to build anomaly detection solutions. We believe that those would prove
complementary to other types of techniques and should most probably be used in tan-
dem for better detection performance. In fact, it is at the discretion of the practitioners
to decide what type of scenarios best describe the problems they are dealing with, as
well as what tools best ﬁt their needs.
Open Challenges. While there has been tremendous amount of work in developing
graph-based algorithms and machinery for graph-based abnormality detection and
attribution, we believe there is still more work that needs to be done. In this part, we
provide a discussion of open challenges which we group in two parts: theoretical and
practical research challenges.
Theoretical research challenges. While there has been considerable amount of work
on static graphs, there still remain problems in the study of dynamic graphs.
– Anomaly Detection on Attributed Dynamic Graphs. While static attributed graphs
have been exploited in abnormality detection, there exists only a few works on
spotting anomalies by exploiting dynamic attributed graphs (see Table 5). It is
certainly of interest to develop deﬁnitions and formulations for abnormalities in
such settings, and explore and identify where they could ﬁnd applications in the
real world.
– The History/Trace of Dynamic Updates. While most techniques for dynamic
graphs consider and work with edge/node updates, there exists no work that ex-
ploitsthehistoryoftheupdates.Forexample,imagineaWebpagehavingalinkto
a malicious Web page in the past which is later removed. While from the change
point of view this is an edge removal, the existence of such a link in the history
of the page should be taken into account in making future evaluations, rather than
treating and committing to the change as a simple edge removal.
– Choosing the ‘Right’ Time Window/Granularity. Many algorithms for time-
evolving graphs require a time-window for feature extraction or computation of
the normal graph/node activity; one of the open questions is how to choose this
window in order to discover the different types of outliers in the graph sequences.
Would it make sense to set it to a day, or a week, or a month, based on the re-
spective periodicities that have been reported for human activities/botnet attacks
etc.? Would another time granularity serve for detecting the existent anomalies?
Or, would a combination of time granularities work best?
Moreover, while there has been considerable work from algorithmic point of view
in abnormality detection, there still remains problems from systems perspective.
– Adversarial Robustness. Most methods in the data mining and machine learning
community focus on detection performance while ignoring adversarial robust-
ness. It is of high interest, from the practitioner’s point of view, to understand the
adversarial robustness of a new algorithm; i.e. how easy is it to break the algo-
rithm, or what is the minimum amount of knowledge or computational power the
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– The Cost of Graph Anomaly Detection. Most methods ignore the cost aspects of
information. These costs, on the other hand, may exhibit themselves in various
forms with varying levels, e.g., cost in measurement and monitoring exerted on
the system; cost in being exposed to certain types of attacks exerted on the users;
and cost in getting around of the algorithms exerted on the adversaries (which
also relates to the above). These varying costs should be accounted for differently
in algorithm development.
– Scalable Real-time Discontinuity Detection. One of the most important future
challenges is to develop scalable approaches for real-time discontinuity detection,
i.e., for streaming graphs. Speciﬁcally, research should focus on algorithms that
are linear, or, even better, sub-linear to the input.
Practical research challenges. Challenges from the practitioner’s point of view,
which could also be posed as research problems, include the following.
– Finding the X-factor. It is often hard to predict what would boost a detection al-
gorithm’s performance the most; e.g., better priors or better and/or more (human)
labels in learning algorithms, better parameter tuning, creating frameworks that
combine multiple algorithms working in parallel or sequentially, choosing the
appropriate algorithms for the framework, or simply having more data.
– Evaluation. Due to the challenges associated with collecting true labels related to
cost and annotator noise, ground truth data is often inexistent. As such, various
works employ different approaches as was discussed in the Concluding Remarks
after Sections 2 and 3, such as anomaly injections and qualitative analysis. Thus
far, there is no standard for evaluating (graph) anomaly detection methods.
– Graph Construction. Often times the data does not form a network as it is the case
in computer networks. Rather, it is up to the practitioners to build a network rep-
resentation of their data in order to use graph-based techniques. In such cases, it
is often hard to anticipate what source of data is best to use in graph construction.
– Anomaly Detection on Multi-Graphs. On the contrary to above, it may be the case
that there is more than one network available, capturing different aspects of re-
lations (e.g. friendship network and telecommunication network among the same
individuals). While possibly beneﬁcial, how to exploit all available networks and
fuse clues from all these sources for anomaly detection remains an open area.
– Balance between Attribution and ‘Novelty’ Detection. By anomaly attribution,
we essentially want to attribute the detected anomalies to known, human-
understandable evidences (e.g., the known frauds, the known rule-based meta
detectors, etc). This might contradict to some anomaly detection tasks where the
goal is to ﬁnd ‘novel’ patterns beyond users’ current understandings. More re-
search needs to be done in the direction of how to balance between the attribution
and the ability of the detection algorithm to ﬁnd ‘novelty’.
– Augmented Graph Anomaly Detection. When there is an explicit network repre-
sentation, it may also be possible to introduce/remove latent edges, for example
edges based on (e.g. text, time-series, correlation) similarities or domain knowl-
edge (e.g. known irrelevant types of edges).50 Leman Akoglu et al.
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